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ABSTRACT 

One hundred and fortv-seven Massachusetts coastal streams 

and salt ponds were surveyed to determine the suitability for 

restoration or improvement of anadromous fish populations. 

Emphasis was placed on alewives, shad and smelt. 

Eighty-five fishways were inspected and their condition 

noted. A priority list for fishway construction and improvement 

was developed. Construction of 17 fishways and improvement of 

19, utilizing more efficient desi~ns, was recommended~ It was 

recommended that alewife propagation be continued, based on an 

annual evaluation of needs. Eight rivers have potential for 

shad restoration. Restoration of shad in the Taunton River 

svstem was initiated through the planting of fertilized eggs. 

It was felt that propagation of smelt, while feasible, was not 

of high priority because of limited utilization of the resource. 

It was proposed that the closed season for smelt be repealed on 

several streams and that a regulated fishery be conducted on an 

experimental basis to determine the possibility of increasin~ 

the utilization of this species. 

Management of alewife fisheries is primarily the responsi

bility of the Commonwealth. Due to the large number of runs 

and the inherent maintenance and enforcement problems, local 

control of the fishery, with approval of the Division, would be 

more efficient. It was recommended that towns assume control 

under Section 9q of Chapter 130 of the General Laws. 



I INTRODUCTION 

Anadromous fishe~ have declined drastically in abundance 

since early settlement of Massachusetts. The requirements of 

a ~rowing human population were in conflict with those of 

salmon, shad, alewives, smelt and other anadromous species. 

Impassable dams, ~ross pollution and overfishinP, eliminated or 

reduced anadromous fish populations with amazin~ suddenness. 

The severity of this loss was overlooked bv a rapidly growing 

industrial society which did not foresee the value or impor

tance of such natural resources. 

Earl.v attempts to restore anadromous fishes were gener

ally unsuccessful because population dvnamics of the species 

and technical factors of fish passa~e were poorly understood. 

While our knowledge of these subjects i~ stil1 not complete, 

it is sufficient to attempt restoration of manv anadromous 

species but first, it is necessary to ascertain the status of 

existin~ runs and to determine suitability of coastal streams 

and ponds ror restoration of anadromous fishes. It is to 

these points that this report is directed, 

Specific objectives of this study are to: Evaluate water 

use, water quality, impediments to fish- passa~e and extent and 

nuality of spawning area in Massachusetts coastal rivers and 

streams and their headwaters~ determine ~tatus of existing runs; 

evaluate the possibility of establishin~ new anadromous fish 

populations. The species emphasized are alewife, Alosa 

~udoharengus (Wilson); blueback herrin~, Alosa aest1val1s 
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(Mitchell)~ American shad, Alosa sapidissima (Wilson) and rain-

bow smelt, Osmerus mordax (Mitchell). Comments on other 

snecies are included where pertinent. ~1nce Alnsa 

~se~~hare~us ana Aln~a aestivalis arP cnmmonlv found to~ether, 

the term alewife will refer to both snecie~ unle~s a d1stinct1on 

is warranted by the data. 

II METHOD~ 

All rivers and streams flowing into Massachusetts coastal 

waters were considered. ~ost were sUrveyed from mouth to 

headwaters. General pnysical characteristics were noted and 
• 

data of specific importance to anadromous fish were obtained. 

Obstructions and fishways were noted and nhoto~raphed. 

Dissolved oxygen, carbon dioxide, pH, alkalinity, iron and tur

bidity were measured with a Hach Model Dr-El field chemistry 

kit. Stream len~th was determined with a map rotameter. Sur-

face area was computed with a planimeter or dot ~rid. 

Salinities were measured with a GM wide range hydrometer set~ 

Stream flows were obtained from U.S. Department of the Interior 

Geolo~ical Survey Reports. 

Egg-collecting trays were placed in some streams to locate 

smelt populations and delineate spawnin~ areas. The trays 

contained sphaBnum moss held in 22 inch b:o.• 13 inch wooden 

frames by 1 inch mesh chicken wire. When trays were not avail-

able burlap sacks stretched over reenforcin~ rod frames were 

used. A 60 foot by l.l foot, 1/4 inch bar mesh nvlon haul seine, 

with a 1/8 inch bar mesh ba~ and a dip net with l/4 inch mesh 
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were used for fish sarnolin~. Bottom samples were taken with a 

9 inch Eckman dredge and depths were measured with a soundin~ 

line. 

Areas suitable for shad spawninr, were determined by class

ification of bottom type. Bottom types other than mud and silt 

were considered suitable for shad. Althou~h the validity of 

this technlaue is questionablet it does provide an index in 

estimating potential producti vi tv. Pro,1 ected populations of 

shad for the Taunton and Charles Rivers were based on a ratio 

of 2.3 adult fish per hundred square yards of spawning area 

(unpublished data, Technical Committee for Fisheries Mana~ement 

of the Connecticut River Basin). 

III STATUS OF ANADROMOUS FISHES IN MASSACHUSETTS 

The decline of anadromous fishes on the Atlantic Coast 

from colonial settlement to present, is well documented. Con-

struction of dams without fish passage facilities, deterioration 

of water quality and overfishing were the primary factors in 

the reduction of this resource. 

Alewife: 

The annual alewife catch in Massachusetts average between 

4 and 5 million pounds from 1880 to 1896, but dropped to an 

average of l million pounds between 1933 and 1943 (Rounsefel1 

and Stringer, 1943). While this reduction mav reflect reduced 

demand} especially in later .vearst an overall decline in abun

dance is indicated. In 1921) 46 streams supported commercial 

fisheries while public fisheries existed in many others. 
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However, the fisheries in most streams have been discontinued 

because of reduced catches. In 1970, only five streams were 

fished commercially, vielding a catch of lil1,31Q nounds. The 

major cause for the recent decline in alewife populations can 

be attributed to inadenuately desi~ned or deteriorated fish 

passa~e facilities. 

Shad: 

American shad underwent an even more drastic decline than 

the alewife. The rapid settlement and industrialization in the 

state during the 1800's and resulting darn construction and 

deterioration of water quality eliminated a once flourishing 

fishery. The fishways that were constructed were not capable 

of passin~ shad and overharvesting depleted the rema1nin~ 

nopulations. 

The decline of Massachusetts shad populations is typified 

by the Merrimack River fishery. Shad ori~inally ascended the 

river for 125 miles. Construction of a dam at Lawrence in 

18~8 eliminated approximately 100 miles of spawning area and 

a drastic decline in catch occurred. An annual catch averaging 

500,000 pounds fell to 3D pounds in 1896. Today only a few 

individuals of this population remain (Walbure and Nichols, 

1967). 

There is no longer a commercial fishery for shad in 

Massachusetts. The sport fishery, while intense~ is rsenerally 

limited to two coastal streams, the Palmer and North Rivers. 

Shad are occasionally cau~ht in the Merrimack, South and 

Runnirigs Rivers, but the rlshing pressure is relatively light. 
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Smelt: 

Very little is known about the earl~ Mas~achusetts smelt 

fishery. Kendall (10?7) states that smelt wrrP abundant in 

earlv times and still plentiful in the !BHO's, but be~an to 

decline in the 1890's. As early as 1R7Q, the tak1n~ of smelt 

was limited to hook and line. In spite of this attempt at 

conservation, the decline continued. Kendall (1927) noted the 

continuing decline and attributed it to 1nacce~s1bil1ty or 

degradation of spawninv, areas rather than to excessive and 

untimely fishing. 

An attempt was made to restore or establish smelt runs 

through widespread stocking between 1910 and 1920. While the 

overall success of this work is questionable, it may have been 

responsible for the continuance of many smelt runs. 

Presently, there is a ~ood fall sport fishc:r.v for smelt 

in the bays and estuarie·s. There is also an excellent winter 

fishery in areas where estuaries freeze solidly for extended 

periods. Among the more important winter fish1nr, areas are the 

Parker, Rowley, Essex and Mill River estuaries, all north of 

Boston. 

IV REGULATION AND MANAGEMENT QP ANADRO~OUS FISHES ---

Anadromous fishes are subJect to the Snecial Acts and 

General Laws of the commonwealth. Chapter 130 of the General 

Laws establishes specific laws for mana~ement of alewives, shad 

and smelt, and empowers the Director of the Division of Marine 

Fisheries to take certain measures to protect anadromous fish 
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in ~eneral. Numerous Special Acts ~ive communities the ri~ht 

to c0ntrol or re~ulate anadromous risher1es 1n the waters of the 

community. In many cases, these rer;ulations are not biolov,icall.v 

sound and conrlict with those of Chapter 130. 

Complete town control has often proven to be detrimental to 

a fishery. Apathy on the part of local officials has led to 

ne~lect of fishways and ineffective re~ulation. Changing admin

istrations cause fluctuating interest and knowledge of the 

fishery. Conversely, it is not presently possible for state 

authorities to carry out maintenance pror,rams, regulation of 

fishways and enforcement of the laws for all alewife runs in the 

Commonwealth. A reasonahle solution to this problem is to have 

local governments rer,ulate and manage their fishery based on 

recommendations from and with approval of the Division of the 

Marine Fisheries. Section ~4 of Chapter 130 allows the 

Selectmen, if so authorized by their town, to o~tition the 

Director of the Division of Marine Pisheries ror the rie,ht to 

control and regulate the alewife fisheries wi.thin the town. 

After a public hearing and submission of proposed regulat10n8, 

the Director may p,rant or deny local authority to control the 

fishery, whichever is in the public interest. Where a town has 

created an alewife run by openin~ new sDawning area or by 

propaeation, Section 93 of Chapter 130 authorizes the town to 

exercise complete control of the fishery. 

Chapter 130 establishes several other measures for the 

protection of anadromous fishes. Section 19 ~jves the Director 

power to order removal of obstructions to fish nassage or order 
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construction of passage facilities at the expense of the owner 

of the obstruction, and further requires the owner to maintain 

and rer,ulate the fishwa.v as prescribed bv the Director. 

Section 95 establishes a fine for anyone who molests or hinders 

nassaRe of fish in a created fishery or a Jocally controlled 

fishery in a manner contrary to the regulations established for 

that stream. This section, if' strictly enforced, would result 

in improvement of many existing runs and enable restoration of 

others-

Section 97 sets a closed season for alewives from June 15 

to March 1, and limits the method of capture on Sunda:vs, 

Tuesdays and Thursdays of the open season to hook and line only. 

Section 97A establishes a minimum len~th of four inches for 

alewives taken in the waters of Plymouth Harbor, Kingston Bay 

and Duxbury Bay. SectiGn 311 makes it illep:al to take or sell 

smelt from March 15 to June 15 while Section 36 empowers the 

Direct.or to close smelt spawning grounds to entrance for as 

long as 60 days. Section 35 limits the method of capture dur

ing the open season to hook and line. A size limit of 

14 inches fork length is established for shad under Section 100. 

Section lOOC prohibits the takinR; of shad Qy an.v means other 

than heck and line or fish trap (as authorized in Section 29) 

providing the trap is not specifically desi~ned for the taking 

or shad. 

Section 17A provides the Director with certain oowers for 

the management of marine fisheries in Reneral. The Director, 

with approval of the Marine Fisheries Advisor~ Commission, may 
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adopt, amend or repeal rule3 and regulations nertainin~ to the 

manner of taking fish, le~al size limits nf fish, seasons and 

hours during which fish may be taken, the number of fish which 

may be taken and the opening and closin~ of fishing areas. 

When Section 19 is to be applied to new dam construction, 

a functional fishway plan should be provided by the Division 

of Marine Fisheries to the owner or contracting firm to insure 

that the most efficient design i~ utilized and that biological 

factors are taken into consideration. Structural design of 

fishwav and dam are the responsibility of the owner. Final 

plans should be submitted to the Director of the Division of 

Marine Fisheries for approval and the Division should follow 

up to insure that construction and operation of the fishway is 

in adherence with the Division's order. There are many dams 

in Massachusetts which were originally used to supply power 

sources and industrial water reservoirs for small mills. These 

darns still exist, often in poor condition, thou~h the mills are 

no longer operating. In such cases, breachin~ of the dam 

should be considered as an alternative to fishway construction. 

V STREAM SURVEY 

The following rivers and streams are listed in the order 

in which they were surveyed. The study be~an at the Rhode 

Island-Massachusetts boundary on Narragansett !:l,ay and followed 

the coastline to the New Hampshire border. Rivers were sur

veyed in an upstream direction. Tributaries were usually sur

veyed as they were encountered on the main branch of the river. 
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RUNNINS RIVER 

The Runnins River is the main trtbut:'\r:V to- the Barrinr;ton 

River in Rhode Island. The river or1P,inates in swamp areas of 

northern Seekonk. It flows southwara for 8 miles, formin~ the 

boundary of Massachusetts and Rhode Island for much of its 

course. Two impoundments totaling 8 acres are in the town of 

Seekonk. 

Alewives, blueback herrinp; and shad a::;cend the river to 

the base of the 15-foot dam at the first impoundment. No fish 

passage facilities are recommended here or at the 12-foot dam 

at the second impoundment as they would not sir,nificantlv add 

to the spa.wning area. 

It is recommended that the section of stream below the 

first dam be brushed out and cleaned of debris to lmorove 

access and possibly increase shad spawnin~ area. An assessment 

of anglin~ pressure for shad should be made. Jf angling 

pressure is significant, a~ interstate mana~ement program should 

be considered. 

PALMER RIVER 

The Palmer River drains swamp lands in north~rn Rehoboth. 

It flows in a southerly direction for 11 miles and empties into 

Narragansett Bay. The lower section of the stream in Rhode 

Island is called the Warren River. A 12-foot dam forms a 

23 acre impoundment in Rehoboth called Shad fi'actor.v Pond. Access 

to the pond is provided by a 300-foot weir-pool fish ladder. 
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The pond is used as a spawning ~round by alewives. The 

river below the dam supports a shad run and some shad are reported 

to ascend the flshwa.v. Smelt and a large set of smelt e~gs were 

ob~erved in the river durlnf"; the survev, C:J.lthnur;h there are no 

records of a smelt run occurrln~ here. ThP lower portion of the 

river is noted for its excellent perch fishin~. 

The Palmer River's ~reatest resource is its shad 

sportfisherv. In 196~, the Rehoboth Conservation Commission 

purchased 8 acres of land with 3100-foot fronta~e on the river 

and developed a multiple use recreation area. This land encom

passes most of the prime shad f1sh1n~ spots and a permit 1s 

reauired to enter the conservation area. 

The efficiency of the fishway would be improved by re~ular 

cleaning of pOols, providin~ additional attraction water and 

dredging out the ladder entrance. This would provide ~reater 

attraction and increase the numbers of shad and alewives which 

utilize the fishway. 

The impoundment is used as an auxiliary water supply and 

summer and fall water levels are often low and hinder .fuvenile 

and adult downstream rni~ration. Water regulation should be 

coordinated with fish mi~ration in order to insure maximum 

production. 

A survey of potential spawning should be made above the 

first impoundment. If significant spawning area exists, con

sideration should be given to construction of a f1shway better 

suited to shad passage. This would result in a larger popula

tion and increased angler access~ The Massachusetts Division 
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of Fisheries and r.ame is presently conductin~ a creel census on 

the river's shad fishery and no decision on further development 

of the run should be made until data from the creel census have 

been evaluated. 

~OCkL_Run: 

Rocky Run is a tributary to the Palmer River. Its source 

is swamp areas in eastern Rehoboth. The stream flows south

westerly and empties into the tidal section of the Palmer River. 

Alewives, blueback herrin~ and smelt have been observed in 

Rocky Run and occasionally shad have been renorted. There are 

no headwater ponds) impoundments or obstructions to fish passage. 

The stream has little potential for further development of anad

romous fishes. 

BatL_Lu~~roo~~ 

The source of Bad Luck Brook is Upper Warren Reservoir 

(105 acres) in Rehoboth. The stream flows northwesterly 

1.6 miles to the Palmer River. No anadromous fish are known to 

ascend it and a dam at the reservoir would block oassa~e of 

alewives. Despite the large potential spawnin~ area, stockin~ 

and fishway construction is not recommended because of lack of 

sufficient flow during summer and fall months. 

KICKAMUIT RIVER 

The Kickamuit River flows from Lower Warren Reservoir 

( 75 acres) through the town of Swansea to Mount Hope Ba:v. There 

is no regulatory device at the reservoir dam and little water 

ever flows over it. Althou~h alewives snawn in the lower section 
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of the river, lack of flow from the reservoir and shallowness of 

the stream makes establishment of a population in the reservoir 

unlikely. 

COLE'S RIVER 

The Cole's River drains large swamp areas in Rehoboth and 

Dighton. It flows for 11 miles through three impoundments in 

Swansea and empties into Mount Hope Bay. A ~0-foot fish ladder 

provides fish passage to the first impoundment, Milford Pond. 

Although this pond is only 9 acres, it has supported an alewife 

fishery. The town of Swansea leases the fishing rights annually 

at public auction. In 1970, 57 barrels were harvested by the 

lessee. 

The size of the run could be increased b.v constructinP: 

fishwav facilities at the second impoundment, thereby opening 

the 34-acre impoundment to spawning alewives. The design of 

the fishway at Milford Pond should be modified to provide 

greater attraction flow, and flow through the fishwa:v must be 

regulated in a more efficient manner to insure maximum 

production. Both fishway design and flow regulation are the 

responsibility of the Montaup Electric Company, the owner of the 

dam. Section 19 of Chapter 130 should be enforced on this river. 

Although the town of Swansea has control of the fishery 

under a Special Act of 1882, no re~ulations have been established 

in recent years. Repeal of this Special Act, through the 

Director's powers under Section 17A, would be in the beet interest 
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of the fishery. The town should be ~iven the opportunitv to 

regain control under Section q4. 

LEE'S RIVER 

The Lee's River flows 6 miles from its source in Swansea 

throu~h two unnamed impoundments with a combined area of 16 acres 

to f\1ount Hope Bay. Dams at these impoundments obstruct fish 

passage. The lar~er and uopermost imnoundment (10 acres) is 

deep and steep-sided, providing little snawninp, area. 

Because of limited spawning area available above the dams, 

an imnortant fishery could not be developed and will be limited 

to alewives that are reported to spawn in tidal waters below the 

first daJ'Tl. 

TAUNTON RIVER 

The Taunton River drainage system is one of the larP,est 

watersheds in the Commonwealth. With its larRe, unimpounded main 

stem, many tributaries and numerous headwater ponds, it offers 

potential for many species of anadromous fish. The river once 

suoported an extremely large alewife fisher~ and shad were 

present in good numbers. While alewives are still numerous, the 

production is far below the system's potential and shad have 

virtually disappeared. 

The causes of the decline in anadromous fish populations 

were pollution and obstructions on tributaries. Pollutants in 

the form of industrial and domestic wastes are present in ~reat 

amounts in the main river and manv of it~ tributaries. 
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Of particular concern are wastes enterinP'. the river from 

industries and sewerage dischar~es in the city of Taunton. 

These have created an area of low dissolved oxv~en and hiP,h 

ammonia-nitrogen content downstream from the city. Minimum dis

solved oxygen of 0.3 m~/1 and maximum ammonia-nitrogen of 

1.22 mg/1 were recorded during the latter part of July, 1970. 

(Massachusetts -Water Resources Commission> 1971A). Ammonia has 

a high oxygen demand and increases the oxygen requirement of 

fish. The majority of alewives spawnin~ in the Taunton River 

system must pass throu~h this erea to reach spawning ~rounds. 

Concentrations of dead .1uvenile alewives have been observed 

within the area durinp, the sprin~ and its effect on adult ale

wives is not known. 

The Massachusetts Water Resources Commission has ~iven this 

section of the river an SB classification. Under this classi

fication water quality must be improved to the ooint that 

dissolved oxygen is not less than 5.0 mR/1 and ammonia-nitrogen 

does not exceed an averap;e of 0.2 mg/1 durinr; anv month. 

(Massachusetts Water Resources Commission, 1Q71A). It is anti

cipated that water quality will be improved to eventually meet 

these standards and will no longer be a detriment to anadromous 

fishes. 

Bottom sampling was conducted on the Taunton River in order 

to determine potential shad spawning area. The sampling area 

extended from the Berkley Brid~e, Dighton to the Jenkins 

Leatherboard Company dam in Bridgewater, a total of 28 river 

miles. Berkley Bridge was selected as the lowermost station 
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because it marks the limit of salt water intrusion durinR the 

spring. The upper limit of the sarnplin~ area is at the dam 

blocking further upstream migration. 

Suitable spawning area was interpreted as all areas of the 

river with bottom types other than mud or silt. The section of 

the Taunton River sampled, contained 1,154,~81 square yards of 

potential spawning area with a minimum potential adult population 

of 26,553 shad. (Fig. 1). 

The Division is now trying to restore shad to the Taunton 

River system. An egg stockin~ program was initiated in 1969 

and will continue for at least four year~. E~~s are bein~ strip

ped and fertilized from Connecticut River shad and are bein~ 

planted in the Nemasket River, a major tributarv to the Taunton 

River 

TRIBUTARIES TO THE TAUNTON RIVER 

Labor in Vain Creek: 

This small stream in Somerset has been impounded for a 

domestic water supply. Outflow from the reservoir is extremely 

low. Establishment of alewives in the reservojr is impractical 

due to insufficient flow. The stream has no potential for 

development of shad or smelt populations. 

~et River: 

The Assonet River flows 9 miles from Great Cedar Swamp in 

Lakeville to its junction with the Taunton River at Assonet Neck. 

Three impoundments are formed, the lar~est being Forge Pond 

(50 acres). This is the only potential alewife spawnin~ area 
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of any significance and it is made inaccessible by three dams. 

Althou~h some alewives have been observed above the first dam, 

the rna.1ority spawn .1ust below it. Extension of the alewife run 

to Forge Pond 1·s not considered feasible at this time due to the 

cost of constructine; three large fishwa~!s. If the dams, which 

are in poor condition, are breached or rebuilt, further devel-

opment of the alewife run should be recnnsidered. 

The section of stream between tidal water and the first dam) 

approximately 75 yards in len~th, is used as a spawning area bv 

smelt. Since this small population has ouite nrobably reached 

its potential size, there are no recommendationg for its 

enhancement. 

Rattlesnake Brook: 

Rattlesnake Brook is a small tributary to the Assonet River 

in the town of Freetown. Alewives spawn in the stream .~ ust 

above tidal water. A 100-foot underground culvert and remnants 

of an old dam prevent further upstream migration. The dam once 

formed a small mill pond but does not oresently hold back water. 

No s1~n1ficant alewife spawning areas exist in the stream. Smelt 

e~gs were observed in the stream above tidal \<Tater: however, the 

spawning area is small. 

No recommendations are made for develoomPnt of the smelt 

or alewife runs. 

Muddy Cove Brook: 

Muddy Cove Brook flows from a small impoundment in Di~hton 

for 0.5 miles to the Taunton River. The impoundment is used as 

a water supply and outflow is intermittent. The stream is 
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grossly polluted by I.C.I. America, Inc., a dye manufacturinR 

firm. The waste effluent from the company is highlv discolored. 

odorous and extremely acidic with pH recorded as low as 1.7. 

This stream has no potential for anadromous fish at present and 

it is doubtful that an alewife run of any significance could be 

established, even if the pollution was abated because of lack 

of flow from the reservoir during downstream migration periods. 

Segreganset River: 

The Segreganset River drains swamp lands in the towns of 

Dighton and Taunton. Four impoundments are formed along its 

course and a dam at each one blocks fish passage. 

The first obstruction is a 3-foot wooden plank dam which 

created an industrial water supply for I.C.I. America, Inc. 

Above this point is a ~-foot concrete dam and pump house used 

by the town of Somerset for flood skimminr, to auement their 

water supply. A third dam at Briggs Read creates a 2-acre 

impoundment. 

Alewives spawn in the stream below the first dam and above 

it if water flow and tidal conditions permit passage. The 

second dam blocks any further passage. At this writing, I.C.I. 

America, Inc. is in the process of constructinr, a fishwav at 

their dam which would insure uninterrupted passa~e. A fishway 

at the Somerset dam would greatly increase the available spawn

ing area. Section 19 of Chapter 130 should be applied in this 

situation- Although no significant pond spawning ~rounds are 

located on the river~ observations indicate that this is a 
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stream spawning population and production can be increased by 

making the stream above the Somerset dam available to alewives. 

Smelt spawn below the first dam and the size of the run 

appears to be at its maximum potential. Shad have been reported 

in the river. An investi~ation to determine the potential shad 

production, based on bottom type, should be conducted. If ample 

spawninr, area exists, fishways suitable for shad passage should 

be constructed at the first two dams and a shad stocking pro~ram 

should be initiated. 

Three Mile River: 

Three Mile River is formed by the convergence of the Rumford 

and Wadin~ Rivers. These rivers drain the northwestern section 

of the Taunton River system. Many small impoundments exist on 

the three rivers, creatin~ over 400 acres of potential alewife 

spawnin~ area. At least 10 dams block passa~e to these 

impoundments. 

The river system receives industrial wastes and treated and 

raw sewerage. Water quality improves considerably in the lower 

portion of Three Mile River. The Massachusetts Water Resources 

Commission has given the Three Mile and Rumford Rivers a B classi

fication, a water quality suitable for anadromous fish 

(Massachusetts Water Resources Commission, 1971B). 

Alewives spawn in Three Mile River below the first 

obstruction, a 4-foot dam at the Harodite Finishing Company in 

Taunton. A fishway should be constructed at this obstruction 

and at a 2-foot dam further upstream, but also at the Harodite 
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Company. There is an 8-foot dam at the Raytheon Corporation in 

Dighton which must also be laddered to allow passa~e to a 38-acre 

impoundment. 

r,ill River: 

The Mill River flows four miles from Lake Sabbatia (186 acres) 

to the Taunton River. The stream runs throu~h the center of 

Taunton where it receives considerable industrial waste. There 

are four dams which prevent fish passage to Lake Sabbatia. 

A pood alewife fishery once existed and alewives still ascend 

to the first dam. In view of the spawning grounds available, 

t.Ull River has the potential to maintain a large fishery. The 

Water Resources Commission has set water auality standards for 

~ill River which are adequate for an alewife population. The 

feasibility of providin~ fishwav facilities at all obstructions 

should be determined. With improved water auality and adeouate 

passage to Lake Sabbatia the alewife run can be ~reatly increased. 

Forg~-~1 vex:.: 

For~e River drains Johnson, Tracey, Hewett, Kings and Wilbur 

Ponds. Of these, Johnson and King Ponds are suitable for alewife 

spawning. Fishways at both these ponds would provide 20 acres of 

spawninr; area. 

Cotley River: 

The source of the Cotley River is swamp lands in South 

Taunton. It flows northerly 5.5 miles to the Taunton River form

inR Barstows Pond (8 acres) along its way. A wooden dam blocks 

access to this impoundment. A fishway should be constructed at 

this site. In addition to the 8 acres in Barstows Pond, the 
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river itself would provide good soawning area and should be 

stocked with fish from a stream spawnin~ population. 

Richmond Pond~ 

Richmond Pond is an impoundment of 3.6 acres on an unnamed 

stream in Taunton, arising in bogs and small ponds in East 

Taunton. Flow is intermittent and access to headwaters is 

blocked bv a dam with a 2.5-foot soillway hei~ht. The pond is 

too small to support a si~nificant alewife population. 

Poauo:v Brook: 

Poquoy Brook drains a number of swamps and a 34-acre cran

berry bog reserVoir. It flows 2.5 miles throu~h the town of 

Lakeville to the Taunton River and is obstructed by brush, stones 

and three concrete bo~ dams. 

Alewives are reported to run in the stream, althou~h no 

substantial spawning grounds are available. Stream clearance 

and construction of passage facilities to the reservoir would 

produce a larger alewife population. Before such a pro~ram is 

undertaken, an investigation of stream flow, water rights and 

oossible water usage conflicts should be made. 

Nernasket River: 

The Nemasket River is the lar~est tributary tc the Taunton 

River. From its headwaters, Assawompsett, Long, and Great 

Ouittica~ Ponds, it flows 11 miles to the Taunton River. Three 

dams are located on the river, includinp, one at the outlet of 

Assawompsett Pond. 
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: r: 

The r1rst fishway is at a reconstructed mill site known 

as Oliver Mills. The dam at Oliver Mills was formerly bvnassed 

by a ditch, but a fishway was incorporated into the restoration 

area in 1969. Although the new ladder is not ooeratinr, ade

quately at this writlnr:, it is expected that the necessar.v 

corrections will be made shortly~ Presently, fish are still able 

to utilize the old bypass. 

The second fishway allows alewives to surmount an 11-foot 

elevation created by a bascule dam at Wareham Street, Middleboro. 

The fishwa~ at this site did not operate efficiently because of 

debris in the pools and inadequate attraction flow. In 1969, 

the ladder was rebuilt and a barrier dam was constructed to 

guide fish into the fishway. 

A dam at Assawompsett Pond was the final obstruction to 

passa~e. Alewives could enter the pond only when water levels 

were extremely high. To compound the problem, the pond is used 

as a water supply for the cities of Taunton and New Bedford and 

is subject to great fluctuations in water level. Therefore, 

in 196B a Denil fishway, the first in Massachusetts, was con

structed adjacent to the dam. The Denil desi~n was chosen for 

its ability to pass fish under a wider ranR;e of water levels 

than the weir-pool type. 

The three headwater ponds, with a total area of 5,145 acres, 

~ive the river a tremendous production potential. Since ade

quate passa~e has been provided, the limiting factor is the 

availability of water in the fall for downstream mi~ration of 

,iuveniles. 
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The Nemasket River was chosen as a prime area for shad 

restoration because of its suitable water Quality and spawnin~ 

area. In 1969, 579,750 fertilized shad eggs, collected from 

the Connecticut River, were broadcast in the stream at two 

locations below Assawompsett Pond. In 1970, 1,530,300 eggs 

were released below the second dam. Stcckin~ will be continued 

until a self-sustaining population has been established or 

evaluation studies show that such a technique is not practical. 

Fall Brook: 

Fall Brook. in Middleboro, flows 4 miles from Tispaquin 

Pond to the Nemasket River. Tispaquin Pond (195 acres) provides 

an excellent potential spawning ground for alewives. Presently} 

two dams block passage to the pond. Plans are being formulated 

for construction of fishways at the dams and the pond has been 

stocked for three years with adult alewives in anticipation of 

fishway completion. Upon attaining maximum production, Fall 

Brook will add significantly to the fishery in the Nemasket 

River. 

Matfield River: 

The Matfield River is formed by the confluence of the 

Satucket and Salisbury Plain Rivers in the town of Bridgewater. 

The Satucket River is impounded by an 11-foot dam at the Carver 

Cotton Gin Company. A fishway at this location would allow 

passa~e of alewives to Robbins Pond (125 acres). Another 

545 acres of spawning area could be made available by providing 

passage from Robbins Pond to Monponsett Pond by way of Stump 

Brook which passes through a large system of cranberry bogs, 
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bo~ dams and culverts. Both Robbins Pond and Monponsett ?ond 

were formerly utilized b~ alewives for spawninp,. Restoration 

of these populations is recommended and the feasibility of 

ooenin~ these ponds to alewives should be 1nvest1~ated. 

Beaver Brook: 

Beaver Brook, a tributary of the Salisbury Plain River, 

has potential for alewife restoration. From its headwater, 

Cleveland Pond (87 acres), it flow~ southward 7 miles to ,ioin 

the Salisbury Plain River. The brook ha~ a small impoundment 

called Hunts Pond. Darns at both ~onds are small and could 

easily be bypassed by fish ladders. With stream clearance, 

stockin~ and construction of two fishways, an alewife run could 

be established. 

Town River: 

Town River is a continuation of the Taunton River. It 

flows 8 miles from Lake Nippinicket to the center of Brid~ewater 

where it becomes the Taunton River. Three dams obstruct the 

river. The first, at the Jenkins Leatherboard Company, is 

16 feet high and is surmounted by a 95-foot fish ladder. 

Effluent from the mill and runoff from a dumn enter the stream 

.1ust below the fishway entrance. The second dam is at the 

Brid~ewater Foundry Company where a 140-foot fish ladder over

comes the 20-foot elevation. Effluent from the factory enters 

the fishway by way of an overflowin~ settlin~ pool on the bank 

of the river. The last dam at Bennett's Corner, is bypassed 

by a 50-foot fishway. Water re~ulation is the only problem at 
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this site and recommendations for more efficient regulation 

have been made. 

'l'own River has a tJif':h production potential with 370 acres 

or soawnin~ area available in Lake N1pp1nicket. Presently, 

this potential is unrealized. Pollution abatement, recon

struction or alteration of fishways, and efficient water 

regulation is necessary. 

RICHMOND POND 

Richmond Pond is a 65-acre lagoon in Westport, connected 

to the ocean by a short ditch. Alewives enter the pond only 

on very high tides. Salin! ties in the oond are low ( 1. 5 parts 

per thousand) and alewives can spawn successfully. The run 

provides a very small fishery for lobster and sportfish bait 

and a large white perch population is reported to exist in the 

pond. 

COCKEAST POND 

Cockeast Pond (96 acres), in Westport, is connected to 

the lower portion of the Westport River by a 200-foot tidal 

creek. The pond supports an alewife run and a limited fishery. 

A number of factors are restrictin~ productivity and threaten 

continuation of the run. Alewives enter the creek only at 

night on high tidal phases. This peculiarity and the narrow

ness of the creek make migrating fish extremely vulnerable to 

capture. Although only a 5% to 7% escapement of adult popula

tion may be necessary to maintain a fishery {Baird and Gordon, 
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lq64), the uniaue nature of this run mak~s it hi~hly sunc~p

tible to overfishinP,. 

The run is an important source of bait for local lobster

men and strict management must be maintained. State re~ulations 

concernin~ fishing methods and periods closed to f1sh1n~, must 

be strictly enforced. Such restrictions can onl:v be adequately 

enforced by local officials. It is r€commended that the town 

petition for local control under Section qQ of Chapter 130. 

WESTPORT RIVER 

:.;est Branch: 

The west branch of the Westport River flows 4 miles from 

Gray 1 s Mill Pond (3 acres) in Adamsville, Rhode Island, to its 

junction with the east branch. Alewives have been observed in 

the stream below the pond and further passage is prevented by 

a small wooden dam. A short fishway cnuld easily provide 

passage, but because of the small size of the pond it 1~ doubt

ful that the population could be increased substantially. It 

is suspected that a smelt run exists in the west branch but 

attempts to locate an e~g set were unsuccessful. 

East Branch: 

The east branch of the Westport River flows southward from 

Lake Noquochoke (150 acres) to For~e Pond (4 acres), and from 

there 10 miles to its junction with the west branch. Concrete 

dams over 10 feet high block passage at 'Forf".e Pond and Lake 

Noquochoke. While the latter impoundment offers a sizable 
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spawning area, the economic feasib111ty of providin~ fish pass

age is questionable. 'J'he two fishway.s would be costly due to 

construction problems involved. In addition, the citv of Fall 

River diverts water from Lake Noquochok~ to au~ment its water 

supply, resulting in wide water level fluctuations. 

The stream beleN Foro:e 'Pond offers approximately one mile 

of potential shad spawninp: ~round. The bottom 1s comprised of 

gravel and sand, and salinity is generally absent throughout 

this stretch. The area is now under consideration for shnd 

stocking. A more comprehensive study of bottom tvpe to deter

mine population potential, should be undertaken. 

Smelt spawning is suspected in the east branch, but no 

egg sets have been found. Records from the Massachusetts Divi

sion of Fisheries ana Game state that S,325,0DO eR~s and 

450,000 fry were stocked between 1917 and 19?~. 

PASKAMANSETT ( SLOCUI',) RIVER 

The Paskamansett River flows 10 miles from Turner Pond 

(59 acres) throu~h the town of Dartmouth to Buzzards Bay. Two 

small impoundments are formed along its course. The uppermost 

Smith Mills Pond (10 acres), is formed bv a 3.5-foot stone and 

concrete dam and the lower impoundment Russell's Mills Pond 

(1.5 acres), by a 7-foot concrete dam. The latter dam has a 

60-foot f1shway. 

Since 1968, the fish ladder has not operated because of 

new road construction and inefficient fishway design. Alewives 
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continue to spawn either below the dam or in a small tributarv 

called Destruction Br~ok. The town of Dartmnuth has ~ained 

local control of the fishery under Secti0n Qll of Chapter 130, 

and has adopted regulations to protect the ponulation until 

upstream access has been reestablished. 

In order to provide adequate passa~e to Russell's Mills 

Pond, the fishway must be altered and a barrier dam constructed. 

Fishways should also be constructed at Smith ~ills and Turner 

Ponds. This would provide 79 acres of notential spawning area. 

A short section of the river below Russell's Mills dam is 

a smelt spawning area. Adult smelt and eg~s have also been 

observed in Destruction Brook. 

ACUSHNET RIVER 

The Acushnet River flows southward from New Bedforo 

Reservoir (200 acres) for 8 miles to Buzzards Ray. Water con

dition is poor throughout most of its len~th, bein~ turbid, 

discolored and polluted. As the river passes through the city 

of New Bedford, pollution due to domestic and industrial wastes 

increases greatly. 

Three dams form imnoundments on the stream. The first 

(7 acres), at the Acushnet Sawmill, has been equipped with a 

concrete fishway. Alewives ascend the river to this noint 

annually, and some have used the fishwa;t since its construction 

in 1969. The second dam, formin~ a 7-acre impoundment at 

Hamlin Street, and the third at the New Bedford Reservoir, block 

any further migration. 
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Further development is dependent on pollution abatement 

and provision of passa~e facilities to New Bedford Reservoir. 

Water quality in the lower section of the rivf'r must be imnroved 

before fishway construction is considere~. 

~ATTAPOISETT RIVER 

The Mattapoisett Piver originates in Sniratuit Pond 

(735 acres) and flows 1? miles throu~h the towns of Rochester 

and Mattapoisett to Buzzards Bay. The alewife run supports a 

fishery which is shared by the towns of Rochester, Mattapoisett 

and Marion. In 1970, Ro barrels were harvested. 

The first obstruction to fish miRration is a stone and 

concrete dam with wooden flashboards. Boards are removed for 

at least three days each week durinp; the a1ew1 fe run, a11owinP; 

free passaee. On fishin~ days the boarrls are re~laced, makinr; 

fish susceptible to nettin~ from a platform below the dam. 

The second obstruction on the river is a collapsed dam at 

what was formerly Hartley Mill Pond. Althou~h alewives do 

manage to ascend the small raceway, its removal or replacement 

with a fish ladder would facilitate passage. Annth~r obstacle 

is a culvert at Snipatuit Road. In earlv sprin~, the culvert 

is completely filled with water and alewives do not enter it. 

When water levels fall and an air space is created, fish nass 

through readily. Replacement with a lar~cr culvert or culverts 

in order to decrease drainage time and provide an air space 

over a lon~er period is the only practical solution to this 

problem. 
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The Massachusetts Division of Fi~heries and name has ini

tiated a shad stock1n~ pro~ram in the ~attapo1sett River under 

tt1e Anadromous F1sher1e-s Festoration Act, Pro.1ect AF'S 6. 

Adult st1aJ o~talned from the Pal1ner Rlvt·I' ltRVc hren tran~plltnted 

and released beloN the dam at Hartlev t·~j ll Pond. Fift~ maler. 

and 28 females were released in l96B. Portv-six males and 

314 females were transferred in 1969. Thr prorrram ::l_s expected 

to continue for at least four years after •t~hich the results 

will be compared with those of an eg~ plant1nv, pro~ram te1n~ 

carried on in the Agawam River. 

SIPPICAN RIVER 

The Sippican River drains swamp lands in the town of 

Rochester. There are numerous impoundments used for cranberry 

bog irri~ation on both branches of the river. The Urancnes 

conver~e and form Leonards Pond (~2 acres). The river flows 

1 mile to Hathaway Pond (18 acres). Nine miles below Hathaway 

Pond, the Sippican River ,1o1ns the Weweantic River and enters 

Buzzards Bay. 

Alewives have access to Hathaway Pond throueh a 110-foot 

fishway bypassin~ a 5-foot dam. The fishway needs repair, 

is poorly located and lacks necessary attraction flow. A new 

ladder should be built and since there is no oassa~e past the 

5-foot dam at Leonards Pond, a fishway should be constructed 

here also. This would triole the available spawning area for 

alewives. 
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The Sippican River ma.v be capable of sunportinr; a shad 

population. Dottom ~ampl1ng should t10 conducted to determine 

the .!>pawninr; area avvilable and calculat.P. the size of a poten

ti::il nopulatlon. 

Smelt are believed to snawn in thr stream, althou~h no e~~ 

sets have been observed. Records indicate that over 3 million 

fry were stocked in 1918. Attempts to ascertain the existence 

of a smelt run should be continued. 

';Ev/EANTIC RIVER 

The source of the Weweantic River !s several nonds and 

swamps in the towns of Carver and Plymouth from where it flO\'JS 

lll miles throup;h a m:vriaO of cranberry bor;s and f'>mall impound

ments to Uuzzards rlay. The first obstruction to fish pa~~a~e 

is a 10-foot dam at Horseshoe Pond ( 85 acres). Wareham. 

~ miles from the river mouth. Rome alewives mana~e to reach 

the pond during high tida1 nhases through a bvpass at an 

abandoned mill site. The present run is hi~hlV dependent on 

yearly stockin~ and possibly some natural spawnin~ in the river. 

Durin~ the neriod from 1064 to 1967, lS,(nn Arlult alewive~ were 

stocked in the pond. 

A 20-foot dam in the Tremont area of Wareham prevent~ 

further upstream rniP,ration. Accordin~ to Reldin~ (1~21), ale

wives formerly ascended the river a~ far as Wareha~ and Sampson 

Ponds. Today numerous bog dams and poor water rer-;ulation pro

hibit fish passa~e to these ponds. Thu~, Horseshoe Pond is 

the only available spawnln~ area for alewives. A fishwav or 
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or modification of ·the existin~ bypass should be constructed to 

insure adequate passa~e. 

The river below llorfieshoe Pond supports an excellent smelt 

fishery. The fishery is unique in that the neneral Laws which 

prohibit fishing during the spawninp; season, do not apnly. 

Under a Special Act of the legislature oassed in 1931, the town 

of Wareham may grant permits to residents of the towns of 

Wareham, Rochester, Marion and l'~attapoisett authorizing them 

taking smelt from ~arch 1, to April 1, by means of nets of not 

more than 5 rt2. 

The continued success of this fishery raises doubts con

cerning the biolo~ical validity of the regulations in the 

General Laws which are based on the premise that the smelt are 

too vulnerable both as adults and in the e~~ sta~e durin~ the 

spawning season to support a sustained fishery. It is recom

mended that a study of the effects of more liberal harvests of 

smelt be undertaken to determine if ~reater utilization can be 

made of smelt populations in our coastal streams. 

Bottom samplin~ should be conducted to determine the 

potential shad spawning area below Horseshoe Pond. 

HANKINCO RIVER 

The \.Jankinco River flows 7 miles from East Head Pond in 

Pl;.rmouth and Carver to its .1unct1on with the Agawam River in 

Wareham. The river runs through cranberry bo~s and impoundments. 

Tihonet Pond (90 acres) in Wareham has a 6-foot wooden dam. Two 
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other outlets exist tut have lar~er o!J~t~uct~ons. ~clo~ 

'T'ihonet Pond is Parl-:t':' l\1ills Pond c·,r 3''l'l::'.J which is th~ 

primary spawninr: are;1 for <:tlew1 ves. 

Fi5h reach the n1'nd t·v wa.v of a 1 

at the Tremont Nail F~ctnrv in Warehan•. The fl3hway is ln 

poor condition and should be reconstructe•l. f, barrj er dam 

~hould also be bu:Ut to increase th•~ "f!'1t:\('nrv of the ladder. 

A fishway should also be built at Tihonet Pond under the oro

visions of Section 19. 

AGAvlAM RIVEP 

The Agawam River floY.:s from Halfwa~: Pond, Plymouth, 

lD miles to meet the Wankinco River, Wareham, and at their con

fluence becomes the \;ia!'"'<:>l":am River Nhic~-· r·mr.Vo;-, 1nto Buzzard;; 

Ba_v. There are four Jarr"e impoundrnPnt~;, totaljnp ~70 acres, 

on the river. Each is eouipped with A fisht.NB.'! rtnd alewives are 

able to ascend the river to its headwaters. Tl1e largest 

impoundments are llalfw<'lv Pond (?03 acre~), r;}en Charlie Pond 

(163 acres), and lUll Pond (lGO acres). 

The first fishway is at ~ill Pend and ts lllO feet lon~. 

surmountin~ a 10-foot- elPvation. Tile upT'C'r r>ITtion runs 

throur;h a culvert under Foute ?8 and rrtl:·t. be c; Paned of cJpt·r1;, 

rep,ularly. A catchinr: platform 1:::. JocatPd at t!Jc• t>ar,e of the 

fishwav. The town of 1·iarcham operates a commPrc1al f1sher_v 

here. In J970, the alewife catch was 1~.4 t:arr~ls. The s~cond 

fishwav overcornin~ a ?C-foot elevatior: at r;len Charlie Pond 1s 
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1000 feet long, but only 1~ inches widP. Most ~r the ladder 

is constructed of wood and requires continual maintenance. A 

new concrete fishway of shorter len~th shoula he constructed 

at this location. A similar problem ex~:ts at the third fish

way at the upper end of n1en Charlie Prnd. Its location is 

adenuate but it is constructed entirelv nf wood and subject to 

vandalism and deteriorB.tion. It shouL~ :'f' reconstructed with 

concrete. The last fishway is at the outlet of an unnamed ho~ 

reservoir. It is also constructed nf wood and the entrance is 

poorly located. A new concrete fishv:ay shoulJ. Le cnn::>tructed 

at this site also. 

A smelt populatior1 exists in the r~vpr and spawnin~ occurs 

just below Mill l'ond. Durinr: late wlntt:>r and earlv suring, 

smelt as well as whitt:> perch and tomcnr!, ~re cau~ht bv sna~~ing 

in the estuarine portion of the river. The feasjb111ty of open

ing the river to smelt fishin~ durin~ thP cln:~~d season on an 

experimental basis should be considered. At pr~$ent, the smelt 

resource is under utilized and could withstand increased 

harvest. 

In the sprin~ of 19(8, the Divi~ion of Pisheries and ~arne 

initiated a shad propa~ation program in the A~Awarn River. Fer

tilized eggs, obtained from the Connect1ctJt P1ver, were 

broadcast into the stream at a number of Jocnt!ons in an effort 

to establish a self-susta1n1n~ populatjon. A total of 

~20i200 e~~s were planted in 1968 and another 1~9,3fl0 were 

planted in 1969. As stated earlier, the results of this tyne 



introduction will be compared with the stockin~ of adults 1n 

the Mattapoisett River as part of AFS 6. 

GIBBS BROOK 

Gibbs Brook is a small stream in Wareham, drainin~ Dicks 

Pond (111 acres). It is less than 0.5 mile in length and 

empties into Buzzards Bay. Alewives utilize Dicks Pond for 

spawning and support a small fishery. Althou~h the stream 

passes through a 4-foot underground culvert for nearly 

200 yards beneath the Ocean Spray Cranberry Company on U.S. 

Route 6, alewives pass through quite readily. This is uniaue 

since, in most cases, alewives are reluctant to enter culverts, 

especially those of small diameter and ~reat length. 

It is recommended that the town of Wareham petition for 

control of its alewife fishery under Section 94 of Chapter 130. 

RED BROOK (WAREHAM) 

The source of Red Brook is White Island Pond (288 acres) 

in the towns of Plymouth and Wareham. It flows south 4.5 miles 

to Buzzards Bay. Although White Island Pond offers an excellent 

spawning ground for alewives, attainment of maximum production 

is hindered by many obstructions on the stream. The first is 

a small wooden dam at Red Brook Road which is passable only on 

flood tides. Above this point, the stream passes through a 

complex of cranberry bogs. The many bo~ dams necessitate care

ful water regulation by the bog owners to insure adequate 
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passage. Although the bog owners endeavor to control water 

flow so fish are able to pass, the run will not reach its poten

tial until upstream ::nd downstream m1;.:;·1t.!0n of both ,1uven1les 

and adults is complf·t e l:v unimpeded. 

Bourne Pond Brenk flows 400 yard~ !"rom ~~ourne Pond 

(11 acres) to the Cap~ Cod Canal. An a1ewif'"' run once exi;,ted 

here. Wooden baffles placed in the r.trearn arE> in disrepair and 

the stream runs throuP:h two culvert::-., one of which is at the 

stream's outlet to the canal. RestorRt ion of the run is not 

recommended due to limited spawninr:, arPa and poor location of 

the stream outlet. 

iiERRINr. (MONUMENT) RIVER 

The Herring River begins in Little Herrinp and Great 

Herring Ponds in Plymouth. While it formerlv flowed directly 

into Buzzards Bay, construction of the Care C~d Canal eliminated 

the lower section of the river and it now fl0ws directly into 

the canal. The river is 1 mile in len~th and drops 3Q feet in 

elevation. 

Three fishways enable alewives t0 react. thE" upper spawning; 

grounds. The first fishway is a serie~ nf Jadders and pools 

which pass fish from the canal to a catchinP'. pool 700 feet from 

the entrance. The second fishway, 60 feet in length, provides 

passage from the catchin~ pool to Foundry (Benoit's) Pond and 

the third fishway enables fish to reach a sma11 unnamed 
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impoundment 0.5 mile upstream. Pish then have direct access 

to Great Herring Pond {378 acres) and Little Herring Pond 

(75 acres). 

Construction of the canal and resultin~ fishway problems 

caused a serious decline in the fishery (Belding, 1921). Fish

way improvements and stocking have improved the run and it is 

now one of the most productive in the state and because of its 

location on the Cape Cod Canal, attracts great numbers of 

tourists as well as providing fish for lobster and sportfish 

bait. In 1970> 60 barrels were caught by the town of Bourne, 

most of which were sold to local lobstermen. 

Herring River is also a source of alewives for the Division 

of Marine Fisheries and Division of Fisheries and Game stocking 

programs. The run is ideal for this purpose, as alewives are 

abundant over a long·period of time and the large catching oool 

below Foundry Pond concentrates fish for easy capture. The fish 

are also in extremely good condition as they have not traveled 

far upstream before capture. 

For the past few years, there has been concern that the run 

is again declining. Future catches should be closely monitored 

and if, in fact, there is reduction in the populat1on, measures 

to conserve the fishery should be employed. This may involve a 

catch quota or increase in non-fishing days. In view of the 

value of this fishery, every effort should be made to maintain 

its productivity. 
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RED BROOK (BOURNE) 

Red Brook, in Bourne, is a tidal stream which empties into 

Red Brook Harbor. The source of the stream is Red Brook Pond 

(17 acres). The fish ladder at the outlet of Red Brook Pond 

was repaired and modified in 1968 and restocking is underway. 

CEDAR LAKE DITCH 

Cedar Lake Ditch is a tidal stream in Falmouth, draining 

Cedar Lake (18 acres). Entrance to the pond is gained throu~h 

a 75-foot fishway which is in poor condition. The ladder should 

be rebuilt and the stream cleaned and enlarged. 

WILD HARBOR RIVER 

Wild Harbor River is a tidal creek which drains Dam Pond 

(6 acres). Alewives have been observed attempting to enter the 

pond and the occurrence of juveniles in the river indicates 

successful spawning. Access to the pond is limited to an under

ground culvert at the pond outflow. Improved access would in

crease the run, but is not justified due to the small size of 

the area. 

HERRING BROOK 

Herring Brook is a salt creek which begins in Wings Pond, 

(21 acres), Falmouth, and flows for 0.75 mile to Buzzards Bay. 

The pond supports an alewife run; however, it is necessary to 

regulate water flow to maintain this population. 
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OYSTER POND 

Oyster Pond (61 acres) is a salt pond in Falmouth, emptyinv 

into Vineyard Sound through a tidal creek. A culvert at the 

outlet of Oyster Pond is fitted with a tide gate, which has a 

section of the circular valve plate cut out to allow fish passage 

through the culvert. 

Shoaling at the stream outlet has been a constant problem 

and the town maintains the alewife run by annual dredging. A 

study of the effectiveness of the existing groins at the outlet 

should be undertaken. The run supports a fishery for lobster 

bait and an effort to prevent shoaling should be considered. 

SALT POND 

Salt Pond (66 acres) is a brackish water pond in Falmouth 

which drains into Vineyard Sound. The pond supports a moderate 

population of alewives which enter the pond through a culvert 

at the pond's outlet to the Sound. Salinities ranging from 

19 parts per thousand to 32 parts per thousand were recorded, 

indicating that spawning probably occurs in areas of the pond 

which receive heavy runoff or spring water. 

Shoaling is a problem at both the upstream and seaward ends 

of the culvert. The town dredges the outlet annually to insure 

alewife passage. The possibility of improvin~ the groins should 

be studies. However, the shoaling which occurs in the winter 

may be an important factor in reducing salt water intrusion, 

helping to maintain low salinities during the spring spawning 

period and should be considered in such a study. 
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SIDERS POND 

Siders Pond (38 acres) is located in the center of the 

town of Falmouth. It is connected to Vineyard Sound by a 

2,000-foot tidal creek with a culvert at its mouth. Sh1ver1cks 

Pond (8.3 acres) drains into Siders Pond through an BOO-foot 

culvert with a 4-foot diameter. Alewives enter Siders Pond 

and pass through the culvert into Shivericks Pond~ surmounting 

a 1-foot barrier at the pond outlet. Passage can be facilitated 

here by providing a step and pool at the base of the wooden dam. 

Shoaling occurs at the outlet to Vineyard Sound and the 

town maintains passage by annual dredging. The possibility of 

redesigning the groins should be studied. 

LITTLE POND 

Little Pond (~8 acres) is a salt pond in Falmouth. Two 

3-foot culverts allow intrusion of salt water. The lowest salin

ity recorded was 7.5 parts per thousand but is no doubt lower 

in the spring, and a small stream enters the pond at its upper 

end. Shoaling occurs at the pond outlet and the town must 

dredge the outlet to insure passage of alewives. A study should 

be made to determine if the effectiveness of the groins can be 

improved 

COONAMESSETT RIVER 

The Coonamessett River flows from Coonamessett Pond 

(137 acres), 3.4 miles to Great Pond, a salt pond in Falmouth. 



The river flows through cranberry bogs for nearly its entjre 

length. The alewife fishery here was the most important in the 

town of Falmouth (Beldin~, 1921). Because of passage diffi

culties caused by bog dams and inadequate water re~ulation the 

run has declined in past years. 

Belding (1921), reported a 300-yard ditch was dug from the 

pond to allow alewife passage. While adults are able to reach 

the pond in the spring, the ditch is often dr.v in the fall pre

venting juveniles from descending. In 1968, the town deepened 

the ditch and improved passage facilities at the pond outlet. 

The cooperation of cranberry bog owners is necessary to keep the 

stream open during alewife m1~raticns and the flow from 

Coonamessett Pond must be regulated to insure sufficient water 

for downstream movement of juveniles. 

MILL POND 

Mill Pond (13 acres) is an impoundment which empt1es into 

a salt pond called Green Pond. Alewives enter Mill Pond by way 

of a culvert bypass under Route 28 in Falmouth. The culvert 1s 

approximately So feet long and 2 feet in diameter. The small 

size of the culvert restricts p~ssage and debris in the culvert 

often compounds the problem. During periods of low water the 

upstream end of the culvert is above water level. This run can 

only be improved by construction of a fishway within the main 

culvert under Route 28, The economic feasibility of this is 

questionable and further development of the run 1s not 

recommended. 
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CHILDS RIVER 

The Childs River originally flowed from Johns Pond (317 

acres) in Mashpee, ?.8 miles to Eel Pond, a salt pond in Falmouth. 

The outlet of Johns Pond is now filled in and the river is fed 

by surface runoff and groundwater discharge. Alewives spawn in 

a ~-acre impoundment at Old Main Road in Falmouth. A 50-foot 

fishwa.v provides access to the pond. In 1968, the Falmouth Rod 

& Gun Club rebuilt the ladder and cleaned the stream of debris. 

Further development of this run is dependent upon the open

ing of Johns Pond to spawning alewives. The reason for filling 

in of the pond outlet is not clear, but is probably associated 

with the opening of a second outlet which drains into the 

Quashnet River. This was done to provide water for cranberry 

cultivation on that stream. An attempt should be made to deter

mine who is responsible for blocking the outlet, under what 

jurisdiction they acted and whether Section 19 should be applied 

to reopen the pond. 

QUASHNET RIVER 

The source of the Quashnet River was originally a swamp in 

Mashpee. In order to augment their water supply, cr~nberry bo~ 

owners opened a ditch to Johns Pond (Belding, 1921). The river 

now flows 5 miles from Johns Pond to Waquoit Bay, running through 

cranberry bogs for most of its length. Two lar~e bog dams block 

access to Johns Pond. Alewives spawn in the stream below the 

first dam which forms a small impoundment. Since the ditch to 



Johns Pond is an artificial waterway, the bo~ owners disclaim 

any responsibility for providing passage to the pond. 

Legality of the bo~ owner's action should be ascertained 

and, if they have exceeded that authority 1 Section 19 should be 

enforced to insure adequate passage to the pond. 

The Division of Fisheries and Game maintains a public fish

ing area in the lower section of the stream and sea run trout 

are commonly caught. Shad have been reported in the stream 1 but 

further development of this resource is unlikely because of 

insufficient spawning area. 

MASHPEE RIVER 

The Mashpee River flows U.S miles from Mashpee-Wakeby Pond 

to Popponesset Bay and has a large run of alewives. A public 

fishery exists here and alewives are netted for sport fish and 

lobster bait and, to some extent, for home consumption. The 

stream is used for cranberry bog irrigation and two small bog 

dams impound the stream. Alewives have little trouble surmount

ing these obstructions in the spring but water control is 

essential in the fall when bogs are being flooded to insure 

passa~e of downstream migrants. The only ma,1 or obstruction to 

migration is a 7-foot dam at a small mill pond on Route 130 in 

Mashpee. This is bypassed by a 75-foot concrete fishway. From 

here alewives pass to Mashpee-WaKeby Pond (720 acres}. 

It is recommended that an additional pool be constructed 

on the downstream side of Route 130 to facilitate passage through 

culvert when stream level is low. It would also be in the best 



interests of the fishery if the town or Mashpee were to assume 

local control under Section q4 and regulate the fishery with the 

Division's advice and approval. 

SANTUIT RIVER 

The Santuit River arises in Santuit Pond, Mashpee 

{160 acres). It flows 2.2 miles to an inland extension of 

Popponesset Bay. A number of cranberry bogs are located on the 

stream. Baffles are placed in the bog flumes to allow passage 

of alewives. The size of the alewife population is not at its 

potential level, probably due to inadequate water regulation 

and juvenile mortality in flooded bogs in the fall. The town 

of Mashpee should gain control of the fishery under Section 9~ 

and work with the bog owners to develop a plan for coordination 

of water usage in order to gain maximum alewife productivit.v. 

RUSHY MARSH POND 

Rushy Marsh Pond ( 13 acres) i.s a brackish water lagoon in 

Cotuit Village of Barnstable~ Alewives enter the pond by way 

of a large tide gate_, which re-duces salt water intrusion, or 

through a 12-inch submerged culvert. This run is significant 

only in that it may serve to attract predator game fish to this 

popular fishing spot. White perch also spawn in the pond. 

LITTLE RIVER 

The headwater of Little River was originally Lovell Pond, 

(5~ acres). Its outlet is now filled in. A number of bog dams 



block passage and a culvert under Old Post Road creates an 

obstacle when stream level is low. Because of the difficulty 

of opening Lovell Pond to alewives, the area has low priority 

for restoration. 

MARSTONS MILLS RIVER 

Marstons Mills River flows from Middle Pond (102 acres) 

2.5 miles to North Bay in Osterville. The main flow of the 

river has been diverted to Muddy Pond {23 acres) for cranberry 

bog irrigation. From Muddy Pond the stream flows into Mill Pond 

(5 acres). At Mill Pond, two fishways are encountered. The 

first, overcoming a natural change in elevation, is comprised 

of large boulders placed to create pools. The second fishway, 

at the outlet of Mill Pond, is comprised of staggered concrete 

baffles and a short wooden weir-pool ladder. The third fishway 

on the stream is adjacent to a bog darn. Under normal flow 

conditions, fish pass through two culverts under the dam. When 

culvert flow is shut off to flood the bo~, alewives use the 

fish ladder. The fishway exit is 5 feet above normal stream 

level making passage impossible until water in the bog rises to 

the fishway. The stream bed below the dam becomes dry during 

this period and many fish are stranded. The fourth fishway 

consists of a 1300-foot wooden sluiceway which passes fish to 

Middle Pond where four weir-pools surmount the final obstacle. 

Alewives in Middle Pond can also enter Mystic Lake (130 acres). 

The fishway at Mill Pond outlet should be redesi~ned and 

constructed entirely of concrete. The ladder at the bog dam 
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should be replaced with a Denil fishway. The Denil design will 

allow passage under a greater range of water levels, thus 

shortening the period when fish are unable to utilize the cul

verts or fishway. In addition, a holding pool should be 

constructed below the bog dam to hold the fish when the flow has 

been shut off and the fishway is not operatin~. 

CENTERVILLE RIVER 

The Centerville River has Lake Wequaquet (65~ acres) as 

its headwater. A man-made ditch runs from Wequaquet to Long 

Pond (~7 acres) and continues to the Centerville River. At the 

time the river was surveyed, there was no flow from either pond. 

According to records kept by the town conservation officer, 

alewives entered Lake Wequaquet through the artificial channel 

in March of 1962 but juveniles were unable to return to the sea 

because of low water levels. No alewives were able to enter 

Long Pond or Lake Wequaquet until the spring 1968, when stream 

clearance and three days of rain made the ditch passable 

,(Dais to Ranta, personal communication). lt appears that ale

wives normally spawning in the upper reaches of the Centerville 

River took advantage of renewed stream flow to further their 

migration to the upper reaches of the river system despite an 

absence of six years. This observation is contrary to Baird's 

(1956) observation that homing instinct would limit. upstream 

migration of alewives. 

Wequaquet Lake would be a valuable spawnin~ area for ale

wives if sufficient flow for passage can be maintained. It 1s 



recommended that the culvert beneath Phinney's Lane be lowered 

and water levels controlled to insure alewife passage. Only a 

sli~ht drawdown from Wequaquet would be required to have ample 

water flow into and from Long Pond. 

TRIBUTARIES TO THE CENTERVILLE RIVER 

Bumos River: 

The Bumps River is a tributary to the Centerville River. 

Two connected ponds with a combined area of 10 acres form the 

headwaters. The stream is tidal for most of its 1.2 mile length. 

A 7-foot steel darn and spillway blocks entrance to the ponds. 

A fishway should be constructed here and the ponds stocked with 

alewives to establish a population. 

Lake Elizabeth: 

Lake Elizabeth is a series of three small ponds which empty 

into the Centerville River. The ponds have a total surface area 

of 12 acres. The first two ponds are connected by an 18-inch 

culvert. Alewives enter Lake Elizabeth by way of a 4-foot 

wooden fishway. With proper maintenance of the fishway, the 

alewife run should be at its peak and further development is not 

needed. 

HALL CREEK 

Hall Creek flows to Centerville Harbor from four ponds, the 

largest of which is Simmons Pond (8 acres). Passage is obstructed 

by a ~-5-foot dam at an impoundment below Simmons Pond. Stream 

flow is poor and is diverted through a ~olf course. Because of 
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the small spawning area which would be made available by pro

viding passage facilities~ this stream is not considered for 

alewife restoration. 

FAWCETTS POND 

Fawcetts Pond (10 acres) flows to Hyannis Harbor by way of 

an unnamed stream. Entrance to the stream is blocked by a ver

tical culvert. The ditch from Fawcetts Pond is partially filled 

and the flow is poor. The area has little potential for anad

romous fish. 

MILL CREEK 

Mill Creek is a tidal stream which drains Mill Pond 

(6 acres) and Little sandy Pond in Yarmouth. A 35-foot concrete 

fishway at Mill Pond gives alewives access to the pond. An 

additional 10 acres of spawning area is available in Little 

Sandy Pond, 0.5 mile above Mill Pond. There is no recommenda

tions for improvement of the run. 

PARKERS RIVER 

Long Pond (50 acres), Yarmouth, is the headwater to the 

Parkers River in South Yarmouth. The stream flows from Long 

Pond to Seine Pond (80 acres). Salinities of 15 parts per thou

sand were reported in Seine Pond and the river is tidal below 

the pond. Although some alewives may spawn in Seine Pond, Long 

Pond is the primary spawning area. A 1-foot wooden dam 0.5 mile 



above Seine Pond obstructs passage~ A wooden sluiceway at the 

dam may pass some fish, but a more efficient fishway is neces

sar~ to take full advantage of the spawning area available in 

Long Pond. 

In the past, fish were taken by seining in Seine Pond and 

it supported a private commercial fishery with an annual harvest 

of 50 to 100 barrels (Belding, 1921). By replacing the sluice

way above Seine Pond with an efficient fish ladder, the run 

should increase. 

BASS RIVER 

Bass River is a tidal stream which forms the boundary line 

between the towns of Yarmouth and Dennis. The river flows 

6.5 miles from its source in Mill Pond to Nantucket Sound. The 

upper section is a series -or bays open to tidal influence. Mill 

Pond (65 acres) is the only one with salinities low enough 

(4 parts per thousand) to allow significant alewife spawning. 

No obstructions to passage exist and the run is at its maximum 

potential. 

SWAN POND RIVER 

Swan Pond River flows from Swan Pond (135 acres), Dennis, 

to Nantucket Sound. In spite of recorded salinities as high as 

16.0 parts per thousand in the pond, spawning occurs and a 

small fishe-ry was carri_ed- on in the past. Further development 

for anadromous species 1s 'not practical. 



HERRING RIVER 

Herring River, Harwich, has three headwater ponds with a 

total surface area of 1,044 acres. Long Pond (717 acres) and 

Seymours Pond (168 acres) drain into Hinckleys Pond (159 acres) 

by way of two streams. From Hinckleys Pond the river flows 

7.2 miles to Nantucket Sound and has one 70-acre impoundment, 

known as the reservoir, along its course. 

The first obstruction on the river is at the reservoir. 

A poor fishway provides limited passage over the dam. A second 

fishway, also of poor design, passes alewives into Hinckleys 

Pond. Passage to Seymours and Long Ponds is good in the spring 

but low water levels in the late summer and fall hinder down

·stream migrants. 

If the potential production of the system is to be realized, 

the fishway at the first obstruction must ne redesigned and 

relocated. The second fishway at Hinckleys Pond should be re

built and the streams between Seymours and Long Pond should be 

deepened and water control structures should be installed. 

ANDREWS RIVER 

Andrews River has Grass Pond (2~ acres) as its headwater. 

The river runs from the pond through a number of cranberry bogs 

to Nantucket Sound. Numerous bog dams presently make passage to 

the pond impossible for ·anadromous fish. However, alewives do 

ascend to the first dam at Hoyt Road, and Section 19 should be 

enforced to insure passage_ to Grass Pond. 
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RED RIVER 

An unnamed stream connects Skinequit Pond (17 acres), 

Harwich, to Red River. Alewives ascend the stream, generally 

on higher phases of the tide. A wooden fishway beneath an 

unused pump house enables fish to reach the pond. Because of 

its location, the fishway fills with sand and requires constant 

maintenance. The ladder should be relocated and constructed of 

concrete to maintain efficiency. 

FROSTFISH CREEK 

Frostfish Creek empties into Pleasant Bay, Chatham. The 

stream is impounded to form a 5-acre pond. Saltwater intrusion 

is prevented by a wooden tidegate. A small alewife run has 

been reported, but further development is not warranted because 

of the limited spawning area. 

STILLWATER POND, LOVERS LAKE 

Stillwater Pond (18 acres) and Lovers Lake (38 acres), 

Chatham, are connected by a narrow ditch and small culvert under 

Old Comers Road. A 300-foot stream runs from Stillwater Pond 

to Ryders Cove, Pleasant Bay. Concrete baffles in the outlet 

stream enable alewives to overcome the 8-foct rise in elevation 

from sea level. 

The town of Chatham assumed control or the alewife fishery 

in 1968 under Section 94. This run has considerable value as 

a source of bait for sport fishermen in the Pleasant Bay area 

and the commercial fishermen operating out of Chatham, and 
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should be regulated with this mind. The population could be 

increased by providing better passage to Stillwater Pond. The 

culvert under Old Comers Road should be cleaned and enlarged 

and the ditch connecting Stillwater Pond and Lovers Lake should 

have baffles and control structures to provide alewife water 

flows to pass juveniles downstream. 

MUDDY CREEK 

Muddy Creek forms a portion of the boundary between the 

towns of Chatham and Harwich. Tidegates at the outlet of the 

creek reduce salt water intrusion and a small alewife run 

exists. A darn has been proposed by the -town of Chatham, but it 

would not significantly increase spawning area. Muddy Creek is 

not suitable for anadromous fish development. 

PILGRIM LAKE, ORLEANS 

Pilgrim Lake (40 acres) flows into Kescayo Gansett Pond, 

a salt pond opening to Pleasant Bay. A 390-foot weir-pool fish

way enables alewives to surmount the 8-foot elevation from sea 

level to pond. Entrance to the fishway is difficult at low 

tide and water levels in Pilgrim Lake are often too low for 

downstream migration of juvenile alewives (Fiske, et al, 1967). 

The large spawning area available makes improvement of this 

run desirable. The fe.asibility of redesigning the fishway to 

accommodate a wider range- o_f' water levels should be investigated. 
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PILGRIM LAKE, PROVINCETOWN 

Pilgrim Lake is a 350-acre lagoon, connected to Cape Cod 

Bay by a 500-foot underground culvert. Fish passage is hin

dered by the culvert and a wooden sluiceway at the pond outlet. 

The pond was stocked with adult alewives in the spring of 1969. 

Juveniles had difficulty leaving the pond due to low water and 

suffered high mortality. 

In order to establish a self-sustaining population, the 

culvert should be replaced with an open ditch. Water levels 

must be regulated to insure successful juvenile migration and 

prevent excessive salt water intrusion. 

PAMET RIVER 

Pamet River cuts across the upper arm of Cape Cod in Truro. 

It flows to the west for ~.5 miles to Cape Cod Bay. A tide

gate at Castle Road prevents intrusion or salt water beyond that 

point. The stream has no impoundments and spawning area for 

anadromous fish is limited, making it poor for development. 

HERRING RIVER, WELLFLEET 

Herring River flo_ws from three headwater ponds for 4 miles 

to Wellfleet Harbor. The alewife fishery was created by digging 

a ditch from Herring Pond to the river. The owners turned the 

fishing rights over to the town in about 1700 and in 1893 a 

ditch connecting Higgins and Gull Ponds to Herring Pond was 

excavated. The fishery was once very profitable, but in recent 

yearo has declined (Belding, 1921). 
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Herring, Higgins and Gull Ponds, with a combined area of 

156 acres, are easily accessible to alewives except for tide

gates in a culvert beneath Chequesset Neck Road. Passage is 

limited to periods when outflow of water will open the ~ates. 

Observations made during this survey indicate that the 

tidegates seriously limit the number of adult alewives which 

reach the spawning ground. Unimpeded passage to the headwater 

ponds must be insured to restore the fishery~ This would 

require complete removal or redesign of the tidegates. 

HERRING BROOK 

Herring Brook, in Eastham, was formed in 1879 when a ditch 

connecting Great Pond and a small unnamed pond to Cape Cod Bay 

was excavated. Great Pond offers 109 acres of spawning area 

and, although extensive tidal flats at the stream mouth limit 

passage to high tidal phases, an alewife run exists and once 

yielded an average of 20 barrels annually (Belding, 1921). 

Passage can only be improved by annual dredging of a ditch 

across the sand flats. It is questionable whether the popula

tion would increase sufficiently to offset the costs involved. 

HERRING RIVER, EASTHAM 

Herring River flows 1 mile from Herring Pond to Cape Cod 

Bay. Alewives ascend the stream to spawn 1n Herring Pond 

(43 acres). Because of the tidal flats at the stream outlet, 

passage is possible only on high tides and further development 

is impractical. 
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ROCK HARBOR CREEK 

Rock Harbor Creek in Orleans, flows from Cedar Pond 

(17 acres) to Cape Cod Bay. The stream is tidal for its entire 

length and salinity of 3.0 parts per thousand was recorded in 

the Cedar Pond. Fish have access to the pond through a culvert 

at U.S. Route 6. The stream has little potential for further 

development. 

COBBS POND 

Cobbs Pond (28 acres), Brewster, drains into Cape Cod Bay 

through a 500-yard stream. The lower section of the stream is 

diverted through a culvert which runs under sand dunes and 

exits on the beach. Flow from Cobbs Pond is poor, especially 

during summer and fal~, making the area poor for anadromous fish 

development. 

STONEY BROOK 

Stoney Brook, Brewster, flows 1.5 miles from three headwater 

ponds to Cape Cod Bay. Two obstructions, a rapid elevation drop 

and a dam at the first pond, are surmounted by a series of stone 

and concrete fishways appropriately integrated into the natural 

surroundings. Upon ascending the fishways, alewives spawn in 

Lower Mill Pond (52 acres), Upper Mill Pond (25~ acres) and 

Walhers Pond (101 acres). 

Although the town of Brewster has not sold the fishing 

rights in recent years, the run has supported a commercial fish

ery in the past. A circular catching pool below LOwer Mill Pond 
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congregates fish for easy capture. Some alewives are taken for 

bait and home consumption but the primary value or the alewife 

run is its tourist attraction. 

The town has authority to regulate the fishery under 

Section 9~ and limits the taking of alewives to residents. The 

source is presently under utilized and the fishery should be 

opened to nonresidents. Strict enforcement or fishing regula

tions by the town is essential to prevent abuse of fishing 

privileges. This is most easily accomplished by appointing a 

herring inspector whose responsibility is to catch and distribute 

the fish. A small fee can be charged by the town to cover oper

ating costs. 

CUIVETT CREEK 

Ouivett Creek flows 2.5 miles from a ~-acre, unnamed pond 

in Brewster. A 30-foot fishway enables alewives to ·reach the 

pond. A run exists but cannot be developed further due to lack 

of additional spawning area. 

MATHEWS POND 

Mathews Pond (31 acres), Yarmouth, is an impoundment owned 

by the Bass River Rod and Gun Club. The pond empties into Cape 

Cod Bay through a series of salt creeks. An earthen dike 

impounds the water and the only outlet is a culvert 3 feet above 

stream level. The pond has been stocked with alewives in recent 

years at the request of the Rod and Gun Club to provide forage 

for game fish. 
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With adequate passage facilities an alewife run could be 

established here. A fishway must be constructed at the dike 

and outflow from the pond regulated to insure adequate water for 

both adult and Juvenile migration. 

MILL POND 

Mill Pond (14 acres), Barnstable, drains into Barnstable 

Harbor by way of Scorton Creek. A wooden, weir-pool fishway at 

the pond outlet and natural stone pools below, allow alewives to 

enter the pond. The fishway should be replaced with a concrete 

structure to minimize maintenance. There is no potential for 

further development. 

SANDWICH (MILL) CREEK 

Sandwich Creek flows 2 miles from Upper and Lower Shawme 

Lakes, through the town of Sandwich to Cape Cod Bay. A dam at 

Lower Shawme Lake (24 acres) is bypassed by a 75-foot concrete 

fishway. A 50-foot fishway formerly connected Lower Shawme 

Lake to Upper Shawme Lake (20 acres) but due to partial breaching 

of the dam, is no longer passable. Overfishing was the major 

cause of the decline in the alewife run and it is now closed to 

fishing of any kind. Its primary value at present is as a 

tourist attraction. 

The first fishway is inadequate. Pools are shallow and a 

barrier is needed to screen off an adjacent sluiceway which dis

tracts alewives from the ladder. The fishway should be 
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redesigned and reconstructed. In order to obtain the maximum 

potential of the available spawning area, a fishway to Upper 

Shawme Lake must be constructed. The stream should be able to 

support a significant fishery. 

Some shad utilize the stream as a spawning area. This is 

noteworthy, in view of an apparent lack of suitable spawning 

area. Most of the creek is highly saline and that portion which 

is fresh is very narrow and shallow. The run supports a very 

small, local sportfishery. 

SAVERY POND 

The outlet stream from Savery Pond (30 acres), Plymouth, 

flows l mile to Cape Cod Bay. Formerly used for bog irrigation, 

it is blocked by two dams, both concrete with wooden flash 

boards. One dam is at the pond outlet and the other is located 

just above Salt Pond, a large salt marsh. Stream flow from the 

pond is slight and would not be sufficient to maintain a signi

ficant alewife run. 

INDIAN BROOK 

Indian Brook begins in Island Pond (77 acres), Plymouth, 

and flows 2.2 miles east to Cape Cod Bay. Although Island Pond 

offers an attractive spawning area, many bog dams and flumes 

block the stream and it is impounded by a dam at Route 3A. In 

addition, the stream loses elevation rapidly and lacks a channel 

where it crosses Manomet Beach making access extremely difficult. 

Indian Brook has no potential for anadromous fish. 
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BEAVERDAM BROOK 

Beaverdam Brook flOws from Fresh Pond (60 acres), through 

a large cranberry bog system to Bartlett Pond (3~ acres) and 

then to the ocean. Alewives are able to spawn in Bartlett Pond 

but cannot reach the headwaters because of the numerous bog dams 

on the stream. In order to increase the population, it is 

necessary to open Fresh Pond to spawning fish. An excellent run 

could be restored with the cooperation of the bog owners. Coor

dination of water usage for bog irrigation and fish migration is 

required. Application or Section 19 should be considered. 

EEL RIVER 

The main branch of Eel River flows from Russell Millpond, 

a ~3-acre impoundment in Plymouth, for 3 miles to Plymouth Bay. 

Below Russell Millpond, a 9-acre impoundment called Haydens Pond 

is formed. Fishways allow alewives to reach both impoundments. 

The first fishway consists of two concrete ladders connected by 

an artificial ditch. This fishway is 180 feet long and surmounts 

an 11-foot elevation to Haydens Pond. The second fishway is 

220 teet long and overcomes a 17-foot elevation at Russell 

Millpond. 

The entrance of the first f1shway is poorly located and 

many fish bypass it. A new fishway should be constructed at a 

location closer to the dam or a barrier dam should be built at 

the entrance to the existing ladder. The f1shway at Russell 

Millpond is poorly constructed and has structural deficiencies. 

It should be replaced. 
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The east branch of Eel River is 2 miles long and drains 

two impoundments and two ponds. Construction of fishways at 

the impoundments would make 35 acres of spawning area available. 

ln view of the demand for alewives as lobster bait in the 

Plymouth area, development of the east branch is recommended. 

TOWN BROOK 

Town Brook flows from Billington Sea (250 acres) for 

1.5 miles through the center of Plymouth to Plymouth Harbor. The 

mouth of the river is obstructed by a dam which reduces intrusion 

of salt water. Fish are able to enter the stream only on high 

tide. Five dams obstruct fish passage. Each is equipped with 

a concrete, Weir-pool fishway and require regular cleaning and 

maintenance. Some of the ladders have poorly located entrances 

which need barrier dams. In the past, Town Brook supported an 

alewife fishery, but fishing rights have not been sold since 

1967. 

In order for the alewife population to reach the potential 

indicated by the spawning area available in Billington Sea, all 

fishways must be redesigned to provide maximum efficiency. This 

will include relocation, enlargement and basic design changes. 

Reconstruction would be costly but enhancement of this resource 

would be of great value to the community and the Commonwealth. 

The alewives woul.d provide an important source of bait for the 

local commercial and sport fisheries and represent a great 

tourist attraction. 
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Smelt have been ~nereasing ~n the lower section of the 

stream. Chapter 130 reg~lations should be enforced to protect 

this population and modifications of passage facilities at the 

first dam should take the requirements of the smelt into 

consideration. 

JONES RIVER 

The headwaters of the Jones River are Silver Lake 

(605 acres), in Pembroke, and swamp lands in the towns of Kingston 

and Plympton. S1lverLake is ~sed as a water supply by the town 

of Brockton. Many small t.r1b~taries, most of which are 

impounded, augment the river's flow. The main branch of the 

river has two impoundmeht-s_. ___ The first is accessible by means of 

a 50-foot concrete f1shway at Elm Street. There is no fishway 

at the second impoundment. 

Above the first damt -alewives enter Furnace Brook which 

drains three impo~ndments totaling 20 acres. Four fishways on 

the brook provide passage to Russell Pond ( 10 acres). Russell 

Pond and the smaller impoundments below it provide the spawning 

area for most of the> aieWiv'es in the Jones River. 

The Jones River hal'. the potential to support a large popu

lation of alewives. Although most tributaries are obstructed 

and offer little spawn:lng area, construction or two fishways 

on the north brancl)'\(ol'1d allow alewives to reach Silver Lake. 

Since Silver Lake· l.s i water supply, water level fluctuations 

could be a Problem~'-, ':'-HOwever, in view of the large potential 
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spawning area available, the feasibility of opening Silver Lake 

to alewives should be evaluated. Ir sufficient flow for adult 

and juvenile migration can be maintained, fishways should be 

constructed at the dam at Wapping Street and at the outlet of 

Silver Lake. 

Smelt spawn in the Jones River below the first dam and in 

Smelt Brook, a small tributary. Small numbers of shad have 

been observed in the river. The amount of shad spawning area 

should be determined, and if substantial, a shad restoration 

program should be initiated. 

ISLAND CREEK 

Island Creek begins at Island Creek Pond (40 acres) and 

flows 1.5 miles to Kingston Bay. The stream has an 8-acre 

impoundment called Mill Pond along its course. In 1968, a fish

way was constructed at Mill Pond. Adult alewives were stocked 

in 1967 and 1968 and Island Creek Pond was stocked in 1969. A 

fishway should be constructed at Island Creek Pond to take 

advantage of the available spawning are.a. Smelt are reported 

to spawn in the lower section of the stream. 

WEST BROOK (DUCK HILL CREEK) 

West Brook flows from North Hill March Reservoir (37 acres), 

Duxbury, for 4.5 miles to Back River which empties into Duxbury 

Bay. The estuarine portion of the stream is called Duck Hill 

Creek. A 5-acre impoundment, used by the Duxbury Water 

Department, is formed on the stream. Passage could be improved 
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by providing a notch in the wooden flash board at the impound

ment spillway. A 25-foot dam at North Hill Marsh Reservoir 

prevents access to that pond. An alewife run once existed in 

West Brook and could be restored by stocking the Water Depart

ment pond and by improving passage at that point. 

GREEN HARBOR RIVER 

Green Harbor River in Marshfield flows ~ miles from a 

cranberry bog system to Green Harbor. No spawning area is 

available to alewives except 1n the river itself. Wooden tide

gates at the mouth of the river prevent intrusion or sea water 

and impede fish passage. Removal of the gates would make most 

of the potential spawning area unsuitable due to high salinity. 

There is no potential for anadromous fish. 

SOUTH RIVER 

The South River flows from Keene Pond for ll miles through 

the towns of Duxbury, Scituate and Marshfield to Massachusetts 

Bay. The stream has a common outlet to the Bay with the North 

River. Four impoundments are formed along the river. Of these, 

only Chandlers Pond (10 acres) could provide adequate spawning 

area for alewives~ 

At the present time, alewives cannot reach Chandlers Pond 

due to a 2.5-foot dam at the pond outlet. A fishway could be 

readily constructed at this site and is recommended if the 

alewife population is to be increased. A f1shway exists at a 

•-foot dam in Marshfield Village, but it is of improper design. 
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Fish use the ladder but the construction of an additional step 

at the lower end is neede4 to increase its efficiency. 

Shad are present in the South River. The size of the pop-

ulation is unknown. 

Smelt spawn in the river below Marshfield Village. The 

size of the run 1s unknown and further investigation is needed 

to determine if propagation is warranted. The river was heavily 

stocked with smelt from 1918 to 1920. 

', NORTH RIVER 

The North River is formed by the convergence or the Indian 

Head River and Her~ing ,(Barl<er's) River. It flows for 12 miles 

through the town -or- :Hanove;tt, Pembroke, Norwell, Marshfield and 

Scituate to Massachuf\etts Bay. Many tributaries enter the 

river along its course and those or importance to anadromous 

fish are treated 1ndlv1du!lllY· 

TRIBUTARIES TO THE NORTH RIVER 

First Herring Brool< (Herrin! River): 

First Herring BroQk is 7 miles long with headwaters in a 

large swamp in Scituate.' A third impoundment was recently con-

structed between the other two impoundments. A f1shway was 

built at the new- dam, -providing access to the 82-acre reservoir. 

The lower impoundment, Old Oaken Bucket Pond (ll acres), 

has a poorly designed, dilapidated, concrete fishway. The 

upper impoundment, Tack Factory Pond (7 acres), has a fishway 
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which is not needed since the new reservoir has raised the water 

level above the spillway, allowing free passage to the pond. 

Iri order to bring alewife production up to its potential, 

a new fishway should be constructed at Old Oaken Bucket Pond. 

Second Herring Brook: 

Second Herring Brook flows r~om a cranberry bog reservoir 

in Norwell for 2 miles to its junction with the North River. 

Four impoundments are formed along its course. Only two of 

these, Turner Pond and Torrey Pond with a combined area of 

18 acres, offer any significant spawning area. Four barriers 

block passage to Turner Pond, two of which are 10-foot dams. 

In view of the small spawning area, construction of passage facil

ities does not appear warranted. 

Third Herring Brook: 

This stream flows 5 miles from Jacobs Pond (5~ acres) 

through the towns of Norwell and Hanover, to the North River. 

Three impoundments are formed on the stream. The first has a 

6-foot dam. The second and third impoundments each have 10-foot 

dams. A 3-foot dam and 5-foot drop in elevation block acc~ss 

to Jacobs Pond. While Jacobs Pond offers considerable spawning 

area, the necessity of constructing four large fishways makes 

the economic feasibility of restoring this run questionable. A 

cost/benefit study should be made. 

Robinson's Creek: 

Robinson's Creek is a small stream which flows 0.5 mile 

from Howards Pond (5 acres) to the North River. Spawning area 
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is not sufficient to justify construction of fish passage 

facilities. Bluebacks have been observed in the stream above 

Route 139. 

Herring Brook (Barker's River): 

Herring Brook originates in Oldham and Furnace Ponds, with 

a total surface area of 240 acres, and flows for ~.5 miles 

through the town of Pembroke to the North River. In the past, 

this stream had the most productive alewife run in the North 

River system. As late as 1960, Pembroke sold alewives taken 

at the catching area on Barker Street. Since that time, the 

fishery has declined and alewives are no longer harvested. 

The reasons for the decline are numerous and varied and 

together pose a complex problem for restoration. The five fish

ways on the stream are small and limit the number of fish 

reaching the ponds. Access to spawning areas was further im

peded by beaver dams which have increased in numbers since 

introduction of beaver to the watershed in 1956. These dams 

are also a serious impediment to downstream migration of 

juveniles. Drought in 1965 dried up the connecting ditch 

between Oldham and Furnace Ponds, and juveniles were trapped 

in Oldham Pond. Another problem is the diversion of water from 

Furnace Pond to Silver Lake, a water supply for the City of 

Brockton which can hinder juvenile migration by lowering water 

levels and by drawing juveniles into the diversion intake. It 

is possible, however,_ to delay diversion until most juveniles 

have lett Furnace Pond. Cranberry bogs along the stream pose 

still another threat to juvenile alewives. When bogs are 
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flooded to prevent frost damage, the fish are often stranded 

on the bogs. Although stocking has been carried on since 1965, 

the run has not recovered. It is obvious that the lack of 

success is due to insufficient juvenile escapement. 

In order to restore the fishery, a comprehensive manage

ment program must be implemented. Annual stream clearance by 

the town of Pembroke is necessary to remove beaver dams. The 

cooperation of the Brockton Water Department and cranberry bog 

owners is required to coordinate water usage and flow with down

stream migrations. Sereening of bog irrigation intakes would 

reduee juvenile mortality. 

If adequate juvenile escapement is insured and results in 

a substantial adult migration, fishways should be redesigned to 

provide better attraction flows and accommodate larger numbers 

of fish. 

Pudding Brook: 

A tributary to Herring Brook, Pudding Brook flows 2 miles 

from a 112-acre cranberry bog reservoir in Pembroke. Dams at 

the reservoir outlet and at Route 53 block fish passage. 

Because of its large potential spawning area, an alewife run 

should be established in the brook. However, the beaver dams 

on Herring Brook also restrict passage to and from Pudding Brook 

and must be removed before an alewife population can be 

established. Fishways should be constructed at the 8-root dam 

at Route 53 and at the 3-foot dam at the reservoir outlet. The 
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reservoir should be stocked with adult alewives for at least 

three years. 

Indian Head River: 

The Indian Head River flows 2 miles from Factory Pond to 

the North River. In addition, the stream is impounded at State 

Street in South Hanover by a small but impassible stone dam and 

at Elm Street by a large concrete and stone dam with fishway. 

Alewives ascend the stream to the South Hanover dam. 

Spawning occurs in the first impoundment, which is deep and 

steep-sided. The spawning area is small and the alewife popula

tion in the river is not large. Factory Pond (56 acres) offers 

the only potential spawning area of significance. When surveyed, 

the pond had no outflow over its 10-foot dam. If flow from the 

pond during migration periods is adequate for passage, a fishway 

should be constructed here and at the 4-foot dam at State 

Street. 

The river supports a shad run and an excellent sport fish

ery exists. Shad spawn in the river below the dam at Elm 

Street. Fishing pressure is heavy during the run and access 

points are limited. The Division of Fisheries and Game is 

presently conducting a creel census of the shad fishery under 

AFS-6. 

There is an excellent potential for improving shad 

population. The fishway at Elm Street is badly in need of re

pair and its location requires construction of barrier dams to 

obtain maximum efficiency. Repair and modification of the 

ladder using a design which would pass shad in substantial 
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numbers and construction of barrier dams~ would more than double 

the available spawning area. Besides the benefit of increased 

population size, opening the area above Elm Street to shad 

would provide many new access points for fishermen. 

The Indian Head River has been selected for an experimental 

introduction or coho salmon into Massachusetts waters. One 

hundred thousand (100,000) eggs from the state of Washington 

will be hatchery-raised to smelt stage and released in the river 

below the Elm Street dam. Returning adults will be used as a 

source of eggs for continued propagation. A self-sustaining pop

ulation could not be developed due to lack of sufficient spawning 

area. The goal of the program is to determine the feasibility 

of establishing a coastal and estuarine sport fishery. Initial 

stocking of smelt will take place in the spring of 1971. Pre

cocious males are expected to return in fall of 1971, and mature 

adults in fall of 1972. 

The Indian Head River and many other tributaries in the 

North River system possess great potential for smelt populations. 

Although some smelt were sampled in the watershed. it was not 

possible to determine the location and size of spawnin~ areas 

or to estimate the magnitude of the rur.. Further study should 

be made to determine the size of the smelt population, the 

potential for enhancing the population and the best utilization 

of this resource. 
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BOUND BROOK 

Bound Brook flows 4.5 miles from Bound Brook Pond in Norwell 

through the towns of Hingham, Scituate, and Cohasset to the Gulf, 

an arm of Cohasset Harbor. Herring Brook is a major tributary 

to the stream, draining Lily Pond (50 acres) in Cohasset. 

A 6-foot dam at Hunters Pond in North Scituate was breached 

in 1969 and when flow is sufficient alewives enter the pond. 

Lily Pond offers the largest spawning area and has been stocked 

with alewives in the past. However, the run has not reached its 

potential, probably because of passage difficulties and poor 

water regulation. With the dam breached, passage should be 

better. Stream clearance of Herring Brook and stocking of Lily 

Pond for three years should be conducted. 

WEIR RIVER 

Weir River originates in swamp lands in the town of Hingham 

and flows 7 miles to Hingham Harbor. Accord Brook, Crooked 

Meadow River and Fulling Mill Brook are tributaries. The first 
f, .J,I 

obstruction on the stream is a 10-foot dam at ~~ Pond near 

the mouth of the river. An 88-foot concrete fishway bypasses 

the dam. After reaching Forge Pond most alewives apparently 

leave Weir River and enter Accord Brook where they ascend a 

50-foot fishway to spawr1 in Triphammer Pond. (11.1 acres). Upstream 

fron; Triphammer Pond is Accord Pond ( 100 acres). Accord Pond is 

used as a water supply by the town of Hingham and flow is insuf

ficient for fish passage. A similar situation exists at Fulling 
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Mill Pond on Fulling Mill Brook. A fishway should be constructed 

at Cushing Pond (19 acres) on Crooked Meadow River. This would 

double the spawning area available for alewives and signifi

cantly increase the size of the run. 

Smelt spawn in Weir River below Forge Pond. This is a large 

run and has been used as a source of smelt eggs and adult fish 

for propagation programs in the State. 

BROAD COVE 

Broad Cove is an inland extension of Hingham Harbor. A 

small, unnamed stream drains into the cove. A smelt run exists 

in the stream. Because of the size of the stream, spawning 

smelt are subject to easy capture and harassment. Chapter 130 

regulations regarding the closed season on smelt should be more 

rigorously enforced in this case. There is no potential for 

further development. 

BACK RIVER 

Back River begins in Great Pond (300 acres) in Weymouth and 

flows 3.5 miles by Mill River to Whitmans Pond (188 acres). 

Below Whitmans Pond the stream is called Back River and contin

ues for 3 miles to Hingham Bay. 

\Vhitmans Pond affords the ma,1 or spawning area for alewives. 

Five fishways provide access to the pond. Originally, all 

fishways wer-e of weir-pool design but the fourth and fifth 

fis!:ways at Iron Hill and Whitmans Pond were rebuilt as part of 
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a flood control project at Whitmans Pond. Both ladders were 

reconstructed using the Oenil design. Of the remaining three 

fishways, the first iS in excellent condition and passes ale

wives adequately. The second ladder should be completely rede

signed with its entrance located closer to the base of the dam 

and the third fishway should be lengthened and widened. Con

struction of a barrier dam at the entrance of the third fishway 

would increase its efficiency. 

Access to Great Pond is blocked by three dams and a natural 

falls on Mill River. The pond is used as a water supply by the 

town of Weymouth and water level is subject to wide fluctuation. 

The pond has an excellent development potential if adequate 

flows are available during migration periods. A study of water 

flows and development cost should be undertaken, preferably in 

conjunction with the Weymouth Conservation Commission. 

The section of Back River below the first obstruction sup

ports an excellent smelt run. The run appears to be at maximum 

production and is probably a significant contributor to the 

sport fishery in the Boston Harbor area. 

FORE RIVER 

Great Pond (205 acres) in Randolph and Weymouth is the 

source of Fore River. From Great Pond to its convergence with 

the Cochato River it is called Farm River. Below the conver

gence it is known as the Monat1quot River and it is not until 

it comes under tidal influence that it is called Fore River. 
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Sunset Lake (72 acres) drains into the Monatiquot River. Two 

other impoundments, Ames Pond (3 acres) and Hollingsworth Pond 

(4 acres), arc formed before the stream finds its way to 

Hinp;ham Bay. Dams at Middle Street in Braintree, Ames Pond, 

Hollingsworth Pond, Sunset Lake and Great Pond block passage. 

Great Pond is used as a water supply by the town of Braintree. 

Much of the river system is highly urbanized and receives indus

trial and domestic waste discharges. Pour fishways would be 

required to provide access to Sunset Lake and a fifth to Great 

Pond. Because of the numerous fishways needed, poor water 

quality and the possibility of inadequate flow from Great Pond, 

restoration of an alewife fishery should not be undertaken. 

Smelt are reported to spawn in the lower section of the 

stream as well as in Smelt Brook, a tributary to Fore River. 

TOWN RIVER 

Town River flows through Quincy to Town River Bay. The 

stream runs underground for much of its length but does have a 

0.5 mile section near its mouth which smelt use for spawning. 

The run is probably at its peak and no further development is 

feasible. The stream has no potential for alewives due to the 

lack of spawning area. 

FURNACE BROOK 

Furnace BrooK flows through Quincy to Quincy Bay. The 

est'-.!arine portion of the stream is called Blacks Creek. Sections 
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of Furnace Brook run underground and only the lower mile of 

stream is suitable for anadromous fish. Smelt spawn in the 

stream and in all probability the run is at its peak. There 

are no recommendations for improvement. Lack of spawning area 

prohibits alewife restoration. 

NEPONSET RIVER 

The Neponset River flows from Neponset Reservoir in the 

town of Foxboro for 28 miles to Dorchester Bay. Numerous dams 

impound the river. Pollution, both industrial and domestic is 

gross, especially in the vicinity of urban areas. The river 

once supported substantial shad and alewife fisheries but ob

structions and pollution eradicated them (Belding, 1921). 

Although 16 miles of unobstructed stream exists above the 

dam at the Tilestone and Hollingsworth Paper Company, the dif

ficulties of providing passage facilities here and at the 

first dam at Milton Lower Mills in combination with poor water 

quality, prohibits restoration of either shad or alewives at 

this time. 

A bottom sa.mpling program to determine the potential shad 

spawning area above the second dam should be conducted. If 

potential spawning area is significant and water quality can be 

improved, a cost/benefit ratio should be established for con

struction of fishways suitable for shad passage at the first 

two da.vns. 
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Smelt ascend the river to the base of the first dam. It 

is not known if the population is presently at its maximum size, 

since production may be limited by poor water quality. A sport 

fishery ror smelt exists in the lower reaches of the river. 

CHARLES RIVER 

The Charles River originates in Echo Lake in Hopkinton and 

flows 79 miles to Boston Harbor. The river has a total drainage 

area of 300 square mi.les with numerous tributaries augmenting 

the flow or the mainstream. Much of the river flows through 

highly urbanized areas including metropolitan Boston. 

Historically, the Charles River supported large runs of 

alewives, shad and smelt. Because of the early development of 

the Boston area and the r_esulting dams and pollution, these 

fisheries were among the first to be lost in Massachusetts. 

Only a remnant of the alewife population and a few smelt remain. 

Shad are no longer present in the river. The alewives and smelt 

which still spawn in the river must pass through the navigation 

locks of the Charles River dam. Most spawning occurs between 

the Charles River dam and the Watertown dam. Although a fishway 

was incorporated into the Watertown dam in 1967, poor design has 

prevented any significant alewife passage, 

The potential ror anadromous fish restoration in the 

Charles River is excellent. A program of pollution abatement 

has been initiated by the Federal Water Pollution Control Agency 

and the Massachusetts Division of Water Pollution Control. The 
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latter has set water quality standards and developed a plan for 

implementation and enforcement which should bring the quality 

of river water well above the minimum requirements of anadromous 

fishes. 

A new dam and lock system is planned by the U.S. Army Corps 

of Engineers to replace the Charles River dam. A fishway de

signed to pass alewives and shad will be incorporated into the 

structure. In addition, a long range comprehensive study of the 

Charles River system is being carried on by a number of federal 

and state agencies in order to develop the river as a multiple 

use resource. Among the factors being considered is anadrornous 

fish restoration. Cost/benefit ratios and fishway designs are 

being prepared for all dams up to Medway. 

In anticipation of fishway construction, the Division of 

Marine Fisheries has conducted a bottom sampling study to deter

mine the potential shad spawning area available in the river 

and to estimate potential population size. The river was sampled 

from the Charles River dam to the Medway dam, a total of 61 river 

miles. The survey revealed 1,25~,066 square yards of potential 

spawning area with a minimum potential of 28,844 shad (Fig. 2). 

The Division is planning to stock one million fertilized shad 

eggs in the river in 1971. 

The immediate goals for anadromous fish restoration are 

construction of adequate fish passage facilities at the proposed 

Charles River dam and at the Watertown dam, and stocking of shad 

egg~. Long term plans include improved water quality, 
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construction of fish passage facilities at all dams, and devel

opment of tributaries for anadromous fish restoration. 

MYSTIC RIVER 

The Mystic River flows 7 miles from the Mystic Lakes to 

Boston Inner Harbor. In recent years, alewives have spawned in 

lower Mystic Lake (93 acres). A dam near the river mouth 

hinders migration and passage is available only through the 

navigation locks. Alewife mortalities, due to oxygen 

deficiency, have been observed in the locks. 

A 10-foot high dam blocks passage from lower Mystic Lake 

to upper Mystic Lake. A fishway at this point would increase 

available spawning area by 166 acres. 

Alewife Brook, a tributary to the Mystic River, drains 

Little Pond (18 acres). An alewife run exists here and is 

probably at its peak productivity. 

The Aberjone River, which flows into upper Mystic Lake, 

forms many small impoundments, each being an obstruction to 

migration. No spawning areas of significant size exist on the 

river. Horn Pond (100 acres) flows into the Aberjone River by 

way of Horn Pond Brook, but obstructions and a rapid elevation 

drop make it unsuitable for alewife restoration. Development 

of a large alewife run above upper Mystic Lake is not consid

ered feasible. 
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SAUGUS RIVER 

The Saugus River flows from Lake Quannapowitt (230 acres) 

for 13 miles through the towns of Wakefield and Saugus to Lynn 

Harbor. Lake Quannapowitt was formerly a water supply for the 

town of Wakefield and outflow was kept at a minimum. Now the 

outlet is silted in and continues to restrict flow. 

Fortunately, the river drains a large swamp and maintains a 

good flow, although some water is diverted to Hawkes Pond, a 

water supply for the town of Lynn. 

A 35-foot concrete fishway provides passage over a small 

dam at the Saugus Iron Works. A dam at the site of Frankers 

Pond is now breached and the fishway there is no longer needed. 

A 7-foot dam at a small unnamed impoundment north or Route 28 

prevents further migration. 

Alewives have been observed in the stream immediately 

below the dam at the unnamed impoundment. The fishery could be 

restored and enhanced by construction or f1ehways here and at 

Lake Quannapowitt, but berore fishway construction is under

taken it should be determined if adequate flow from Lake 

Quannapow1tt can be maintained. 

PROCTOR BROOK 

Proctor Brook flows from a small swamp ror 4 miles through 

the towns of Peabody and Salem to Beverly Harbor. No signifi

can~ spawning areas are available on the stream. Pollution, 

bot:> domestic and industrial, is present in the lower reaches 
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of the stream. Tidegates at the mouth of the stream block 

passage of fish. There is no possibility for anadromous fish 

development at present. 

CRANE RIVER 

Crane River drains swamp lands in the town of Danvers and 

flows 4 miles to the Danvers River, an inland extension of 

Beverly Harbor. Alewives formerly spawned in the stream, prob

ably in what is now called Mill Pond (~acres). Two dams block 

passage to Mill Pond and because of its small size does not 

warrant restoration. 

PORTER RIVER 

The Porter River and its tributary, Frost Fish Brook, flow 

3 miles through the town of Danvers to the Danvers River. No 

significant spawning areas for alewives exist on the stream and 

development potential is poor. 

CHUBB CREEK 

Chubb Creek flows from a small swamp for 1 mile through 

the towns of Manchester and Beverly to Massachusetts Bay. This 

stream has no potential for alewives. Smelt and smelt eggs 

were observed in the stream in the area of Hale Street. Because 

of the small size of the stream, further development of the 

smelt population is not justified. 
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TRIBUTARIES TO MANCHESTER HARBOR 

A number of small unnamed streams flow into Manchester 

Harbor, none of which are suitable for alewives. These streams 

may support smelt runs but no evidence of such was noted during 

the survey. 

WEST POND 

West Pond (8.4 acres), in the town of Gloucester, drains 

into Massachusetts Bay. The outlet stream drops 75 feet in only 

500 feet of stream. Resulting high flow velocities and lack of 

water depth in some areas or the stream could hinder alewife 

passage. Stream bed modifications necessary to overcome this 

problem are not warranted. 

BUSWELL POND 

Buswell Pond (7.5 acres), Gloucester, drains into 

Gloucester Bay by way of an unnamed stream. The stream loses 

63 feet of elevation over a distance of 750 feet. Construction 

of passage facilities is not justified. 

RUM ROCK LAKE 

An unnamed stream drains Rum Rock Lake (8 acres) in the 

town of Rockport and flows 1.6 miles to the sea. Low flow and 

a rapid loss of elevation preclude any development ror anad

romous fish. 
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MILL BROOK 

Mill Brook originates in a 2.5-acre pond in the town of 

Rockport and flows 1 mile to Sandy Bay. Two dams block passage 

to the headwater pond and entrance to the stream is possible 

only on high tides. There is little potential for development. 

LANGSFORD POND 

Langsford Pond {3 acres), in Gloucester, drains into an 

unnamed stream which flows 0.25 mile to Lobster Cove. The pond 

is at an elevation of 32 feet, making sections of the stream too 

steep for alewife migration. This fact and the small size of 

the pond, limit the development potential. 

ALEWIFE BROOK 

Alewife Brook fiows 3 miles from swamp lands 1n Rockport 

and Gloucester to Mill River, a tidal tributary to the Annisquam 

River. A 35-foot dam creates a 32-acre impoundment called 

Babson Reservoir. Below this point, Mill Pond (22 acres), is 

formed by adjustable tidegates. Mill Pond 1s at oea level and 

is kept at a high salinity for mosquito control purposes. Babson 

Reservoir is the only potential spawning area for alewives. 

However, limited flow and the large dam prohibit establishment 

of an alewife population. 

FERNWOOD LAKE 

Fernwood Lake (27 acres) is the largest and uppermost of 

a series of three impoundments which drain into the Ann1squam 
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River in Gloucester. Dams at each impoundment block passage and 

the stream grade below the lower two impoundments is too steep 

for efficient fish passage. The necessary stream modification 

and fishway construction is not justified by the spawning area 

that would be made available. 

LITTLE RIVER 

Little River originates in Dykes Pond (50 acres), Gloucester, 

and drains into Lily Pond (27 acres). The stream then flows 

1.4 miles from Lily Pond to the Annisquam River. 

A 100-foot stone f1shway near Route 133 overcomes a natural 

elevation loss. Condition of the fishway was poor but it is 

presently being replaced in conjunction with a flood control 

project. There 1s also a 25-foot concrete f1shway at the outlet 

of Lily Pond. 

Alewives spawn in Lily Pond. Lack of outflow and a 50-foot 

dam negate any development potential for Dykes Pond. The fish

way at Lily Pond should be cleaned and fitted with Denil type 

baffles to obtain maximum efficiency. 

Smelt spawn in Little River in the vicinity of Route 133. 

The available spawning area is small and no further development 

is possible. 

WALKER CREEK 

Walker Creek in Gloucester flows 2.8 miles from Haskell 

Pond (45 acres), a water supply, to Essex Bay. The first 

obstruction to fish passage is a 5-foot dam forming a 2-acre 
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impoundment. The second obstruction at Haskell Pond is a 

35-foot earthen dam. Lack of sufficient flow from Haskell Pond 

precludes establishment of a significant alewife run. 

Smelt are reported to spawn in the lower section of Walker 

Creek, but this was not confirmed, Sufficient spawning area 

exists to support a substantial run. Further investigation is 

required to determine if propagation is needed, 

ESSEX RIVER (CHEBACCO BROOK) 

The Essex River originates in three natural ponds: Coy 

Pond (22 acres), Wenham; Round Pond (35 acres), Hamilton; and 

Chebacco Lake (186 acres) on the boundary line of Hamilton and 

Essex. The stream flows 5.6 miles from Chebacco Lake to Essex 

Bay. The estuarine section of the stream is called the Essex 

River. 

The only obstruction to passage on the river is a natural 

elevation drop at Essex Falls. Stone baffles placed in the 

stream over a distance of several hundred feet enable alewives 

to pass this point. Cleaning and brushing of Chebacco Lake 

outlet and the entire stream between Coy Pond and Chebacco Lake 

would facilitate passage to the spawning grounds. 

Smelt spawn in the lower section of the stream and an 

excellent winter sport fishery exists in the estuary. The major 

fishing area is off Main Street near the center of Essex. 

Fishing is carried on mainly from smelt shantys set on the ice. 

Whe;1 the ice cover is poor, the shantys are placed on floats. 
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IPSWICH RIVER 

The Ipswich Ri"{e:r begins at the convergence of Lubber Brook 

and Maple Meadow B:rook in Wilmington and flows 20 miles to 

Ipswich Bay. The river has a large drainage area with many 

tributaries. The river supported an excellent alewife fishery 

in the early 1600's. Damming of the main stem and tributaries 

has drastically red~ced_the number of alewives entering the 

river (Belding, 1921). 

The first two dams on the river have been breached and the 

third, a 12-foot dam in Ipswich Center, is equipped with a 

75-foot concrete combination weir-pool and vertical slot fishway. 

The next three dams are impassible. Two of these, adjacent to 

Bradley Palmer State Park, are within 150 yards of each other, 

and 3 feet and 4 feet in height respectively. The third obstruc

ting dam is at Main Street in Middleton, and is 10 feet high. 

Wenham Lake (224 acres), was the main spawning ground for 

alewives in the river system. The lake has been taken by the 

City of Salem for a water supply, and outflow is limited. 

Other potential spawning grounds in the system, Middlet~n Pond, 

Suntaug Lake and Putnamville Reservoir, also are used as water 

supplies and water flows are not sufficient to maintain runs or 

anadromous fish. Only Martins Pond (87 acres), North Reading; 

and Hood Pond (62 acres), Ipswich; have potential as alewife 

spawning areas. Martins Pond flows into the Ipswich River by 

wa~· of Martins Brook, and Hood Pond is drained by Howlett Brook. 

In order to establish a significant alewife ·population in 

th~ Ipswich River system, fishways must be constructed at the 
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two dams at Bradley Palmer State Park and at the dam in 

Middleton. The fisnway in Ipswich should be modified to provide 

more attraction either by placing its entrance at the base of 

the dam or by construction of a barrier dam. Martins Pond 

should be stocked with adult alewives for three years after com

pletion or the fishways. If a spawning population can be 

established in Martins Pond, a fishway should be constructed at 

the dam at Hood Pond. 

The large main stem of the river appears to have potential 

for shad. Bottom sampling to determine potential spawning area 

and estimate or productivity should be made. New fishways 

designed for shad passage will need to be built if a shad popu

lation is to be established. 

Smelt spawn in the lower section of the river and a winter 

sport fishery is carried on in the estuary. Most fishing is 

done from smelt shantys placed on the ice in the area of the town 

landing, off of East Street in Ipswich. 

ROWLEY RIVER 

The Rowley River begins at the convergence of Dow Brook and 

Bull Brook and flows 5.6 miles to Plum Island Sound. The name 

Rcwley River, generally, applies to the estuarine portion of the 

stream and the fresh water section is called Egypt River. 

Dow Brook Reservoir (17 acres) and Bull Brook Reservoir 

(9 acres) are the headwaters of the system. A 20-foot earthen 

dam at Dow Brook Reservoir and a 6-foot dam at Bull Brook 

Res;rvoir prohibit fish passage. In 1965, the town of Ipswich 
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constructed a fishway and a 0.5-acre pond at the site of the 

municipal electrical generating plant on the Egypt River. The 

pond is used as an auxiliary cooling reservoir for the plant, 

and provides a small spawning area for alewives. The fishway 

is 125. feet long, constructed of stone and concrete. Alewives 

have been using the f1shway and pond in increasing numbers 

since they were built (Jerome, et al, 1968). Further develop

ment of the population would require fishway construction at 

two reservoirs, and the high cost of construction makes the 

economic justification for construction questionable. 

Smelt spawn in Egypt River and a winter sport fishery is 

carried on in the estuary (Rowley River). Here, as in other 

smelt fisheries in the area, fishing is done by hook and line, 

usually from smelt shantys or other shelters placed on the ice. 

PARKER RIVER 

The Parker River originates in swamp lands in the towns of 

Boxford and Georgetown. Two headwater ponds, Rock Pond 

(51 acres) and Pentucket Pond (67 acres) are in Georgetown. A 

third headwater, Baldpate Pond (56 acres), drains into the 

Parker River through Penn Brook. The brook has little flow and 

is insufficient to maintain a run of alewives. From Pentucket 

Pond, the Parker River flows 15 miles to Plum Isiand Sound. 

Six dams, each equjpped with a fishway, are located on the 

river. The first fishway at the Woolen Mill Dam in Byfield is 

100 feet long and is a combination of concrete walle with 
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wooden barrles and natural stone pools. The fishway could be 

greatly improved by' replacing the lower section with a permanent 

concrete structure. Th_e second fishway is at Larkin Street in 

Byfield. It is 125 feet long and surmounts a 7-foot elevation. 

Alewives use the ladder readily. A 10-foot dam near Main Street 

in Byfield is bypassed by the third fishway, 105 feet, and in 

good condition. The fourth fishway located off of Main Street, 

Byfield, is 335 feet long and allows fish to pass a 6-foot darn 

and a natural elevation drop. A fifth fish ladder, near Main 

Street, Byfield, is 55 feet long and surmounts a 4-foot 

elevation. This fishway should be redesigned and constructed 

to provide more attraction for fish. The last fishway is 

located at the outlet of Pentucket Pond. It is 10 feet long 

and allows alewives to ascend the 4-foot elevation between 

stream and pond. This ladder is poorly designed and is not 

easily negotiated by alewives. Modifying the walls of the 

structure for Denil baffles would greatly increase its 

efficiency. All of the above fishways require annual mainten

ance and flow regulation. 

The section of river directly below the Woolen Mill Dam 

is a spawning area for smelt. Smelt also spawn in Cart Creek 

and Little River, tributaries to the Parker River. An impor

tant sport fishery for smelt is carried on during the winter in 

the es~uarine portion of the Parker River. Large clusters of 

smelt shacks can be found on the ice at Thurlows Bridge and at 

an area known as South Shore in Newbury. 
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MILL RIVER 

Mill River is a tributary to the Parker River. It begins 

in swamp lands in the towns of Rowley and Georgetown and flows 

1~ miles to its junction with the Parker River. Three impound

ments are formed along its course. The first at u.s. Route 1 

in Rowley is 2 acres and has a 6-foot dam. A 12-acre impound

ment at Daniels Road, Rowley, is created by a 7-foot dam and a 

19-acre pond is formed by a 6-foot sawmill dam north of 

Route 133· 

Construction of fishways would provide access to spawning 

areas and an alewife population could be developed. However, 

it appears that construction at the upper ponds would be very 

expensive due to inherent problems with the sites, and a com

plete engineering study should be made before any plans are 

formulated. 

A smelt spawning area exists below the first dam and a 

winter smelt fishery is carried on in the Mill River estuary. 

The fishery is located in the vicinity of Wood Island and 

smelt are taken through the ice on hook and line, generally 

from smelt shantys or other shelter~. 

MERRIMACK RIVER 

The Merrimack River has a drainage system of 5,010 square 

miles, 1,210 of whiCh are in Massachusetts. The river origi

nates 1n the White Mountains of New Hampshire and the main 

stream flows southward for 60 miles to the Massachusetts border. 
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being the limiting factor (Wagner and Jewett, 1970, unpublished). 

Other deterentsti> uPstream migration at the Lawrence fishway 

are relatively loW attraction flows and the narrow range of 

tail race elevations within which shad will enter the fishway 

(Collins, 1951). Downstream migration of Juveniles in the 

Lawrence area is endangered by diversion canals which run 

through the cit'y for industrial use and power. Further invest

igation of the diversion canal system is required to determine 

what steps must be taken to protect downstream migrants. 

The second obstructing dam on the main stern Merrimack and 

the last in Massachusetts, is the Pawtucket Dam in Lowell. 

This dam has a weir-pool fishway which surmounts a 20-foot 

elevation. Although alewives manage to utilize the fishway, 

(alewives have been observed below the Amoskeag Dam, 

Manchester, New Hampshire, 73 miles from the river mouth) the 

small size of the racility and lack of sufficient attraction 

flow make it inadequate tor passage of large numbers of alewives 

and shad. Downstream migrants in this area are endangered by a 

canal diversion system similar to that in Lawrence. 

Nearly all tributary streams that enter the Merrimack River 

in Massachusetts are obstructed by dams. In most cases, passage 

must be provided over several dams before adequate spawning 

grounds can be reached. One tributary which shows immediate 

potential for alewife restoration is the Artichoke River which 

has 170 acres ot spawning area in Upper and Lower Artichoke 

Reservoirs in West Newbury, and flows one mile to the Merrimack. 
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Fishways should be constructed at the first dam and at the 

outlets of both reservoirs. Stocking of adults for three years 

should commence in anticipation of fishway completion. 

MARTHA'S VINEYARD 

LAGOON POND 

Lagoon Pond (550 acres) is a salt pond lying between Tis

bury and Oak Bluffs. Salinity of 25.0 parts per thousand was 

recorded and spawning is not believed to be highly successful. 

There is headwater pond lying above Lagoon Pond and connected 

to it by a short stream. It is spring fed and salinities are 

low despite some salt water intrusion. Alewives utilize this 

small pond as a spawning area and there is no potential for 

further development. 

FARM POND 

Farm Pond (33.5 acres) is a salt pond in Oak Bluffs and 

is connected to Nantucket Sound by Harts Harbor. Salinity of 

15.0 parts per thousand was recorded and alewives were observed 

in the pond during the survey. A commercial fishery was carried 

on from 1856 to 1884. The population should be at its peak and 

further development is not required. 

TRAPPS POND 

Trapps Pond (45 acres), a salt pond in Edgartown, is con

ne,.ted by a tidal creek to Sengekontacket Pond which is much 

la,·ger and more saline. Salinity at the outlet of Trapps Pond 
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was recorded at 16.0 parts per thousand. Alewives are known to 

spawn in the pond but the population is relatively small, 

possibly due to high salinity. 

MATTAKESSETT HERRING BROOK 

Mattakessett Herring Brook is an artificial ditch, excavated 

in 1889, connecting Edgartown Great Pond (877 acres) to Katama 

Bay. A private fishery was created by opening the ditch and the 

catch averaged 1,800 barrels annually (Belding, 1921). At 

present, the run has diminished and it is no longer of commercial 

importance. In order to insure maximum productivity, the ditch 

must be kept clean of debris and the connection between Edgartown 

Great Pond and Crackatuxet Cove must be opened during fish 

migrations. This stream lies in an unstable zone of shifting 

sand dunes subject to shoreline changes. Continual maintenance 

is required to sustain an alewife run in this area. 

JOBS NECK POND 

This brackish water pond was once connected to Edgartown 

Great Pond by an artificial ditch. The pond sustained a pri

vately owned commercial fishery, The ditch is now filled in 

and the pond's 77 acres of former spawning area are no longer 

available to alewives. 

It is recommended that Edgartown gain local control under 

either Section 93 or 9~ of Chapter 130 and restore the run to 

its former productivity. 
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OYSTER POND 

This 210-acl'e brackish water pond once supported an alewife 

fishery which yielde<l '50 barrels annually. Maintenance of the 

fishery entailed anrnia1' opening of the pond's outlet to the sea. 

Since the open1ng)<oulct close within a few days, the fishing was 

not successful (,Seld:tnp;, 1921). In order to maintain a signifi

cant alewife run in:oyster Pond it is necessary to stabilize 

the outlet. The feadb111ty of constructing groins and a perman

ent outlet ditch should/be investigated. 

TISBURY GREAT POND 

Tisbury Great Pond (915 acres) is a salt pond lying between 

the towns of Chilmark ,and West Tisbury. The pond is fed by two 

streams, Mill B~oOk ~nd-Tiasquam River. Four small impoundments 

are formed on Mill ,Brook and three on Tiasquam River. Fish 

passage to these,ponds 1s insignificant in view of the large 

spawning area in--Tisbury Great Pond. In the past, the alewife 

fishery yielded 1200 barrels annually (Beldin~. 1921). Access 

to the pond is depeqdent upon artificial opening in the 3pr1ng. 

BLACK POINT POND 

This 64-acr~> brackish water pond in Chilmark is connected 

to Tisbury Great Pond by a 1200-foot manmade ditch. Alewives 

entering Tisbury Great Pond can use Black Point Pond for spawn

ing also. 
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Pond _: p:r1mary spawning area for alewives on 

Nantucket• · . 7."'M"i~~'''• the fishery averaged 70 to 100 barrels 

). One threat to continuance of the 

- ' -- :_-'_ ~-~croachment 
annually 

of ve~etation, especially in Head population 

of Long Pond.-- --WhiCh;- may reduce spawning area (Cooperative Ext. 

Service, Un1v~~~Uif of Mass., 1966). Annual stream clearing 

is necessar)" -t_o J'nsure passage. Because of the remoteness of 

the island--, --~a maintenance program by state personnel is 

impractical. The town should gain local control under Section 94 

of Chapter 130. 

HUMMOCK POND 

Hummock Pond (150 acres) is located at the western end of 

the island. In the- past, the pond was artificially opened to 

the sea. The difficulties of maintaining the opening prevented 

continuance of the fishery which produced 100 barrels annually • 
(Belding, 1921). The possibility of maintaining a permanent 

outlet should be investigated. 

MIACOMET POND 

Miacomet Pond (60 acres) is located on the southern shore 

of Nantucket. This was occasionally opened to the sea but has 

long since been discontinued because value of the fishery was 

not sufficient to warrent annual maintenance (Belding, 1921). 
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water is required, making them undesireable for use at water 

supplies. The Denil fishway is capable of passing most anad

romous species and construction cost is similar to that of the 

weir-pool type. It operates more efficiently in situations of 

wide water level fluctuation. Because wooden baffles are com-

monly used maintenance costs are generally higher than those of 

the weir-pool fishway and its efficiency is more easily affected 

by vandalism. 

When observation of ascending fish is of prime importance 

or vandalism is anticipated and where water level fluctuation 

is not critical, the weir-pool design should continue to be 

used. 

A common fault in many existing fishways is that the 

entrance is located a considerable distance downstream of the 

dam. Fish follow the greatest flow of water and pass by the 

fishway entrance to the base of the darn and are blocked from 

further migration. This can be avoided b~ designing the fish

way so the entrance is nearer _th_e base _of the dam. Where this 

is not practical, a low head barrier dam can be constructed 

across the stream at the fishway entrance. A third solution 

to this problem is providing additional attraction water at the 

fishway entrance as described by Clay (1961) 

Alewife Propagation: 

The transplanting of adult alewives between streams is a 

method of propagation that has been used successfully in 

Massachusetts. Adult alewives are taken from a productive run 

before spawning occurs and are planted 1n areas where 
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VII RECOMMENDATIONS 

I Towns should be encouraged to gain local control of their 

alewife fisheries under Section 9" of Chapter 130 and to 

consult with state authorities on establishing sound man

agement and enforcement programs for specific areas. 

II Section 19 of Chapter 130 should be enforced whenever 

applicable. Conflict between Section 19 and riparian 

rights of cranberry bog owners should be investigated. 

All proposals for dam construction on coastal streams 

should be submitted to the Director of the Division of 

Marine Fisheries to determine whether or not fishways are 

desireable. 

III The !1shway construction program should be continued. 

Fishways of more advanced design should be employed when

ever desireable and biological as well as physical factors 

should be considered when selecting design and size of 

fishways. 

It is recommended that fishway construction or recoostruc

tion be carried on for the following: 

1. Merr1mack.R1ver- Reconstruction of Lowell fishway using 

Denil or Ice Harbor design and providing additional 

attraction water; 

2. Charles River- Improvement of Watertown dam fishway 

utilizing a Denil design and construction of fishways 

at all dams up to South Natick; 
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3. Indian Head River, Pembroke - Reconstruction of fishway 

using Denil design; 

4, Herring River, Harwich - Reconstruction or first 

fishway; 

5. First Herring Brook, Scituate - Reconstruction or fish

way at Old Oaken Bucket Pond; 

6. Parker River - Reconstruction or first f1shway and mod

ification of rishway at Pentucket Pond; 

7. Ipswich River- Reconstruction or first fishway and con

struction or rishways at the next three dams, using 

Denil designs; 

8. Town Brook, Plymouth - Reconstruction or improvement or 

all rishways; 

9, Fall Brook, Middleboro- Construction of two f1shways; 

10. Little River, Gloucester - Reconstruction of first 

r1ahway and improvement or the second; 

11, Wank1nco River, Wareham - Repair of tishway at Tremont 

Nail Company and construction or barrier dam at 

entrance; 

12. Paskamanset River, Dartmouth - Improvement of fishway 

and construction or a barrier dam at Russells Mills and 

construction of.rishway at Smith Mills; 

13. Island Creek, Duxbury - Construction or fishway at 

Island Creek Pond; 

14. Mill Creek, Sandwich - Improvement of first fishway and 

construction or fishway between upper and lower Shawme 

Ponds; 
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IV 

15. S1p_p1-~:S,TL:-J,1hier, Wareham - Improvement of first fishwa:v 

and, cOn;s-~_nuc:t;ton of f1shway at gecond dam. 

Alewife p:oo~~i,~~l'on should 

ation of' stoc~i~g needs. 

cont1nur ~ased on a yearly evalu-

V An attempt- t-o res_tore shad to the Taunton R1 ver system should 

be undertaken bY ~JantinF: fertilized e~~s. One billion e~gs 

should be stocked annually. HatchinP: success, .~uven1le age 

an~ growth and downstream migration should be evaluated 

yearly, and the river· should be monitored fnr returning 

adults. Shad introduction pro~rams should also be undertaken 

on the fpllowinp;: _-rivers when the necesgar.v improvements have 

been made-: 

Merrimack- River - Upon improvement 0f Lowell fishwa.v. 

Charles River - After fishway construction. 

Indian Head River - Stockin~ of adult fish above Elm 
Street dam after fishway reconstruct10n. 

Agawam River - Bottom samplin~ pro~ram should be con
ducte<;i to_ d_etermine potential population ~1ze. 

Ipswich River- Should be ~tockPd 1f ~nttom sampl1n~ 
indicates adPauate spawnin~ ar~n and suitable f1~hwa:vs 
are constructed. 

Jones River - Potential spawnin~ area should be 
determined. 

South River - Potential spawning area should be 
determined. 

VI Evidence suggests that the present closed season on smelt is 

not biologically sound. An experimental fishery should be 

established on several streams. After determining population 
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VII 

VIII 

~~i~JrV<!sting, the stream could be fished at 

and by different methods. Several 

durin~ the spawnin~ 

basis. Based on the results of the 

law should be reoealed and proper 

by re~ulation under Section 17A. 

cJnt:rc>dt>ced into the North River and its 

egg transplants and the stocking of 

on alewives (Chapter 110, Section q7 G.L.) 

~~eu_as it unnecessaril~ restricts the taking 

their post-spawning migration. Section 97A, 

lenRth for alewives in the Plymouth

also be repealed as there is presently 

-socioeconomic ,1ust1f1cation for such a 

n.L. 

are required to meet future management 

readily established under Section 17A 
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APPENDIX 

Water Di-achar~es for Selected Massachusetts Rivers' 

Taunton R1 ver, Br1 dl".ewater 

Calendar Year 

1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 

Calendar Year 

1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 

Calendar Year 

1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 

Max. CFS 

2,830 
1,790 
2,480 
1,250 
1,400 
2, 710 

Charles River 2 Waltham 

Max. CFS 

1,420 
930 
871 
767 
630 

1,070 

Ipswich.River, Ipswich 

Max. CFS 

2,040 
1,100 

758 
474 
476 

l, 010 

Min. CFS 

47.0 
45.0 
38.0 
17.0 
19.0 
51.0 

Min. CFS 

19.0 
14.0 
12.0 
8.0 

12.0 
24.0 

Min. CFS 

9.4 
1.2 
1.5 
0.9 
1.9 

15.0 

*EYtracted from u.s. Department of Interior) Geological 
Survey Reports. 
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Calendar Year 

1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 

Parker River, Newbury 

Max. CFS 

379 
258 
143 
120 
103 
149 

Min. CFS 

1.12 
0.11 
0.22 
0.25 
0.21 
2.0 

Merrimack River,_Lowell 
(below confluence with Concord River) 

Calendar Year 

1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 

Max. CFS 

49,500 
36,700 
33,500 
17,400 
23,600 
37,500 
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Min. CFS 

376 
249 
214 
285 
272 
8R7 



INDEX TO STREAMS 

Accord Brook, Hingham 

Acushnet River, Acushnet 

Agawam River, Wareham 

Alewife Brook, Cambridge 

Alewife Brook, Gloucester 

Andrews River, Harwich 

Artichoke River, Newbury 

Assonet River, Freetown 

Back River, Weymouth 

Bad Luck Brook, Rehoboth 

Bass River, Dennis 

Beaver Brook, Abington 

Beaverdam Brook, Plymouth 

Black Point Pond, Chilmark 

Bound Brook, Scituate 

Bournes Pond Brook, Bourne 

Broad Cove, Hingham 

Bumps River, Barnstable 

Buswell Pond, Gloucester 

Cedar Lake Ditch, Falmoutn 

Centerville River, Barnstable 

Charles River, Boston 

Childs River> Falmouth 

Chilmark Pond, Chilmark 

Chutb Creek, Beverly 
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71 

?8 

33 

77 

81 

50 

go 

16 

71 

12 

59 

93 

70 

36 

71 

47 

so 
38 

46 

75 

42 

94 

79 



Cobbs Pond, Brewster 

Cockeast Pond, Westport 

Cole's River, Swansea 

Coonamessett River~ Falmouth 

Cotley River, Taunton 

Crane River, Danvers 

Danvers River, Danvers 

Eel River, Plymouth 

Essex River, Essex 

Fall Brook, Middleboro 

Farm Pond, Oak Bluffs 

Fawcetts Pond, Barnstable 

Fernwood Lake, Gloucester 

First Herring Brook, Scituate 

Fore River, Weymouth 

Forge River, Taunton 

Frostfish Creek, Chatham 

Furnace Brook, Quincy 

Gay Head Herring Creek, Gay Head 

Gibbs Brook, Wareham 

Green Harbor River, Marshfield 

Hall Creek, Barnstable 

Herring Brook, Eastham 

Herring Brook, Falmouth 

Herring Brook~ Pembroke 

He~ring (Monument) River, Bourne 

Hel·ring River, Eastham 
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'i'i 

25 

13 

20 

79 

79 

59 

83 

23 

91 

48 

81 

64 

72 

20 

51 

73 

94 

35 

63 

47 

S4 

38 

66 

36 

54 



Herring River, Harwich 

Herring River, Wellfleet 

Hither Creek, Nantucket 

Hummock Pond, Nantucket 

Indian Brook, Plymouth 

Indian Head River, Pembroke 

Ipswich River, Ipswich 

Island Creek, Duxbury 

James Pond, West Tisbury 
• Jobs Neck Pond, Edgartown 

Jones River, Kingston 

Kickamuit River, Swansea 

Labor in Vain Creek, Somerset 

Lagoon Pond, Oak Bluffs 

Lake Elizabeth, Barnstable 

Langsford Pond, Gloucester 

Lee's River, Swansea 

Little Pond, Falmouth 

Little River, Barnstable 

Little River, Gloucester 

Long Pond, Nantucket 

Marstons Mills River, Barnstable 

Mashpee River, Mashpee 

~atf'ield River, Bridgewater 

Mattakessett Herring Urook, Edgartown 
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50 

53 

94 

92 

61 

12 

16 

91 

47 

81 

14 

40 

82 

94 

45 

43 

23 

5f 

92 



Mattapoisett River, Mattapoisett 29 

Merrimack River, Lowell 88 

Miacomet Pond, Nantucket 95 

Mill Brook, Gloucester 81 

Mill Creek, Sandwich 57 

Mill Creek, Yarmouth ~8 

Mill Pond, Barnstable 57 

Mill Pond, Falmouth ~1 

Mill River, Rowley 88 

Mill River, Taunton 20 

Muddy Cove Brook, Dighton 17 

Muddy Creek, Chatham 52 

Mystic River, Cambridge 77 

l Nemasket River, Middleboro 21 

Neponset River, Milton 7~ 

Oyster Pond, Edgartown 93 

Oyster Pond, Falmouth 39 

Palmer River, Rehoboth 10 

Pamet River, Truro 53 

Parker River, Newbur.v 86 

Parkers River, Yarmouth ~8 

:-• Paskamanset River, Dartmouth 27 ':< 

Pilgrim Lake, Ol:·leans 52 

Pilgrim Lake, Provincetown 53 
Poquc;y Brook, Lakeville 21 

Porter River, Danvers 79 

Pro~';tor Brook, Salem 78 
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Pudding Brook, Pembroke 

Quashnet River, Falmouth 

Quivett Creek, ilrewster 

Rattlesnake Brook, Freetown 

Red Brook, Bourne 

Red Brook, Wareham 

Red River, Harwich 

Richmond Pond, Taunton 

Richmond Pond, Westport 

Robinsons Creek, Pembroke 

Rock Harbor Creek, Orleans 

Rocky Run, Rehoboth 

Rowley River, Ipswich 

Rum Rock Lake., Gloucester 

Runnins River, Seekonk 

Rushy Marsh Pond, Barnstable 

Salt Pond, Falmouth 

Santuit River, Mashpee 

Saugus River, Saugus 

Savery Pond, Plymouth 

Second Herring Brook, Norwell 

Segregansett River, Dighton 

Siders Pond, Falmouth 

Sippican River, Marion 

01sacnacha Pond, Nantucket 

South River, Marshfield 
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1.7 

42 

<;6 

n 
3R 

35 

51 

21 

25 

65 

55 

12 

85 

Ro 

10 

44 

39 

44 

78 

58 

65 

18 

40 

30 

96 

63 



,).,.. 
Stillwater Pond, Chatham 51 

-A Stoney Brook, Brewster '55 1( 

Swan Pond River, Dennis 49 

Taunton River, Taunton 14 
',. \ 

Third Herring Brook, Hanover 65 
Three Mile River, Taunton 19 

Tisbury Great Pond, Chilmark 93 

Town Brook, Plymouth 60 

Town River, Bridgewater 24 

Town River, Quincy 73 

Trapps Pond, Edgartown 91 
Walker Creek, Gloucester 82 

Wankinco River, Wareham 32 
Weir River, Hingham 70 

West Brook, Duxbury 62 

West Pond, Gloucester BO 
Westport River, Westport 26 

Weweantic River, Wareham 31 

Wild Harbor River, Falmouth 3S 
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